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braces disfranchisement and a
jail sentence for the first offence
and a penitentiary term for the
seeond offence may cause a few
Are in Encampment at Lexington. of the "pistol totem" to lay
-Army Experts Will School down their arms and may induce
State Troops. others who cannot be good to be,
at least, a little more cautious
than they have been in the put.
If Kentuckians could be corn- Washington, July 1. -With an
pelled by law or induced by oth- untisal demonstration the house
er means to disarm themselves- unanimously passed a hill to re-
campment and before night to discontinue the needle
ss and peal a section of the revised
there will be over 2,500 soldiers dangerous practice of carrying a statutes which prohibits the
in the camp here. The regulars "gun" while going about the, payment of accounts, claims 
or
arrived yesterday. All are much ordinary affairs of life-there'other obligations against t
he
plbased with thn camp and site. !would be much less bloodshed in I-United States in favor of an
y-
In addition to the three regi- the State. Many a killing would one who encouraged or sustain-'
ments of state militia several be avoided but for the long-es-led or in any way favored theI 
companies of regulars, together i tablished custom of going "pre-' "rebellion."
with army officers from the war!pared for trouble." If the new
t The measure would open up
department at Washington, whollaw should be 
effective in less- claims of various kinds aggregas
will pay special attention to thelening the evil to any material ting about $165,000, from West
efficiency and Personnel of the extent the entire Commonwealth Point graduates who were after-
guard, will change the peaceful
Blue Grass country into martial
array. Stops Neuralgia--Kills Pain. I 
Representative Graham, of
Illinois, told the house he had
still a embryonic as ever and;
With the Mexican peace plans;
Sloan's Liniment gives instant found stowed away on the Judi-s
with likely possibility that ac- I 
relief from Neuralgia or Sciatica. eiary calendar this bill to re-
tion at the front will again be-lit goe
s straight to the painful move penalties from men who
come imminent, more than mere 
inert -Soothes the nerves and had fought in the south.
passing interest will be given to 
Stops the Pain. It is also good "The half century or more
roan' which has passed," said Mr.
se You Graham, "has brought together
penetrates, the warring combatants of Get-
er, Louisville, ,tysburg to weep and cheer in
suffered with unison on that fateful field.
euralgic head. Let's wiPe from the statute
nths without books the offspring of the feel.
loan's Lini- ings which bitter strife engen-
• nights and &red,"
" 
  MURRAYTHE 
VOL. as. *O. 9 MURnAY, KENTUCKY
 niramDAY, II i.) z 1u14
2500 SOLDIERS
Lexington, Ky., July 1. The
troops are arriving on every
train for the National Gtiard en-
thie year's encampment. Bring- 1 for
ing the various National Guards 
Chest
't
up to a high state of efficiency 
don 
and preparedness a special con:. lir-
cern of the war department Ky., 
Writes:
since congress placed the state's quite
 a seve
militia reserve ready to be call- ache for
ed out for foreign action at any any retie
moment. This year army ex. ment
pert& in minas"tactics and and have not been bothered with
strategy will school both officerstill head since."- Get a bottle
and privates in the gentle arts today. Keep in the house all
the time for pains and all hurts.
25c. 50c and $1.e0, at your drug-
* gist.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve for all
A man was convicted in Har- sores.
rison county a few days age- un-
der the new Kentucky law with Text Books Selected
regard to carrying concealed
deadly weapons. The defend-
ant ,was arrested for a breach of
the peace and when searched by
the officers a pair of brass
knucks was found on his person.
When the case came up for
trial the defendant pleaded guil-
ty to the charge of carrying core
cealed weapons. The court im-
posed a fine of $50, a jail sen-
tence oLt*ent days and -dis-
franchisei the man for two
years. In the event of the sec-
ond conviction ider the law
passed by the last Legislature
this defendant would have to
serve a term in the penitentiary.
The new law is more drastic
than the o:d. It may be more
effective if the courts will en-
force without fear or favor.
Certainly no great progress was
made under the former law in
suppressing the practice of
tel toting." Public sentiment is
somewhat less lenient than it
used to be toward persons who
engage in this particular form
of law violation, but the "pistol
toting" habit is quite common
and many men carry weapons
who ought to know better. The
fact that the penalty now e.n-
will have cause to be thankful.
-Courier-Journal.
4
of ear.
The New Pistol Law -
To The Tobacco Growers.
A policy insuring against dam-
age, from hail, to growing to.
bacco can be procured in THE
HOM pital $6.000,000, Sur-
plus to P icy Holders o $17,
000,000, f one ac or any
number of the follow-
ing cost:
Where limit • alee is $50 per
acre, re. r cre..... $1 :A
l
Where I it of v ue•is $75 per
ac rate per as
W limit of vat is $100 per
cre, rate per acre
This policy "is in ree until
the tobacco is cuLatul tout in the
barn.
...Fot =fa_ Partisu'arx,...tvt....er
teleptaink-43iNsa Britten,' Agh.
Murray, Ky. Telephones: Cum-
berland 14, Murray JO.
• n rise
• _
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to my normal health. For sale
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Mr. Gray had been in the sa- 
tor James and Mrs. James will
sena_ by all dealers.
W. 
Washington. June 30.
e Allen.
loon business in Paducah for 20 leave Washington tonight for
yeara_orsaore and conducted 
0 + New York. Mrs' .J"
of the oldest concerns in the 
sail on the steamship Aquitania
city. PdcahS . -- 
tomorrow for a two months' trip
in its deed filed last night esti- er leg and arm. He was brought I give them,
mates its assets at $10,000 and to the hospital here, a distance!ard Olp, Spen
liabilities at $6,18n.49. The ef six miles. -.---.They have c•
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company had been doing busi-
Scisool Deming
The Outlaad-school will begirt-
on the first Monday in July_
Each boy arid girl in the clis-
abroad. She will visit Mrs. Post trict is urged to be present
Best Diarrhoea Resaeily. Wheeler at Rome during her Parents. it takes the help of all
If you have ever used Chem- stay in Europe. 
Senator James to make a school what it ought
berlain's Colic. Cholera and Dia-
rrhoea Remedy you know that it
is a succ Sam F. GuirSIA'hat-
ley, Ala.. wr , A-ad meas-
les and got ca.''. out in the
d i • tom
will return here tomorrow, to be, your presence on the first
Drys Start Petitioas 
morning: and co-opera t i on
throughout the term, will mean
At a meeting held Wednesday!
a great deal the life of the
rain, an t set • in my s - definitely decided to have a.n
1. teachers: A. D. Butter-
night by the dry forces. it was worth .d 14.ss 
 Ruth Rains.
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Frankfort. Ky., June 27. -The
state text book commission has
adopted for the high schools,
Prof. Hallec's American litera-
ture. NIcKenzie's history of liter-
ature, Andrew's American his-
tory, Pearson's beginners' latin
and_somposition, Leiper's latin
syntax, alinnat: Co's geometry.
Lyons- ' arnahan's algebra,
-Iteadley's physics, Allen & Ack-
en's German, MacMillen's chem-
istry. domestic science and agri-
culture, and Hitchcock's rhetor-
ic..
Frankfurt, June 27.•- Basing
the estimate on 430,904 pupils,
which was the total enrollment
of the rural schools last year,
text book men, acquainted with
the percentage of the amount of
the total contract represented by
each text book adopted, are of
-the opinion that in the  ensuing
five years the total cost of text
books in the common schools of
the state will be reduced $200,-
000 from what it has been, as
the result of the adoptions made
by the state text book commis-
sion.
41. • A•
Paris District Conference
14-
editor in his reply refers to him-
Self as "Foxy Grandpa." and to
his challenger as General the
Honorable Rosalie Jones, of the
skyscraping foot marines. Mr.
Watterson writes in part:
"Nay, nay, Rosalie, Dear Ro-
salie: Shall we not drop the un-
womanly and unmeaning 'Gen-
eral' and call you pet names?
You have the wrong pig by the
ear. Let Foxy Grandpa press
an ice upon you. Stick your
pantalettes in your boots, little
girl, and instead of facing that
dreadful mob from the court
house steps let us go and hu
buttercups. Your brains. Ros-
ie, if we may say it without of=
feriae, will run to your legs -
naughty brains -for brains were
made to think with and legs
were made to walk with, and
walking, not debating, has been,
may innver be, your long suit,
sweetheart."
Has Your Child Worms'
Most children do: -IC Coated,
Furred Tongue, Strong Breath;
Stomach Pains; Circles under
Eyes; Nervous, Fretful. Grind-
ing of Teeth; Pale,
plexion; • :.ing in
iar Dreams
cficate Child h
w Corn-
eep; Pecul-
ne of these in.
Get a
box of Kickapoo t‘ • -• Killer at
once. It kills the worms - t
cause of your child's condition.
Is laxative and aids Nature to
expel the worms. Supplied in
candy form. Easy for children
to take. 2, at your druggist.
•
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MAKES PLEA
Congressman Barkley Asks Presi-
dent to Pardon Calloway Boy
Who Deserted Army
Washington, July 1. A par-
don application that appealed
strongly to the sympathy of
President Wilson was presented
to the chief executive by Repre-
sentative Barkley, of Kentucky.
Clemency was asked for Willie
h, a youth of Murray, Ky.
who has served six months of
tatenty.one months' sentence in
Leavenworth federal penitentia-
ry for deserting from the army.
The circumstances underlook for the 1914 crop is gettiog
which he deserted make him ap- more gloomy every day the un
-
favorable weather efinditionn ex-pear in the light of a hero rath-
er than an ordinary deserter. lot. It now seems imposs
ible to
His sister's husband died, leav-
ing her without resources, and
with a large family of small
children which she was unable
to support. Learning of her
plight he quit the army and
went home to make a living for
her. There was suspicion of
moisture in the president's eyes
as he said the case shall have
his serious personal considera-
tion.
ease ., 
ent Ts how ay a liar
lisrrodeburg, Ky.. June 23.-
Robert Prewitt, a laboring MSS,
who has a wife and ten childron,
residing near Nevada, in this
Padacak Assignments i county, met with an accident.
from which he died today.
Two voluntary assignments Ile was driving a team of four
were made in county court lastlhorses to a self-binding wheat
night and this morning. One harvester for Win Williams and
was made by members of the fell in front of the machine,
firm Boulware-Allen Shoe com-
ana, Pa., was bothered with in- • 
discouraging for she 1914 crop. •
Mrs. Sadie P. Clawson, Indi-
s! and another by W. C. Gray, off 
passed over him. cutting
pan
digestion. "My stomach pained 
one leg. severing an arm, 
Headache and Nervousness Cured
PENALTIES
Huse Act Enables Coafederatos
To Collect On Old War
Claims.
wards officers in the Confedera-
cy.
The measure was passed
promptly without a dissenting
vote, and enthusiastic applause
camelfrom both sides of the
chamber.
Cured of Indigestion.
headac
ing. I
stipetion.
ed Chambe
they did he
she gave
and i
me night and day," she writes. 
isaloonist* which hung only by a strip of ''Chamberlain's Tablets are
"I would feel bloated and have 
The Boulware-Allen company skin, and badly injuring his oth-: entitled 11 the pfise I can
e and belchin
suffer
tonight
King,s Na
empty the
! The annual conference of the of fermen
Paris District Conference, M. E. waste-
' church South. will ,be convened fives
fter eat-
from con-
•ghter had us-
's Tablets and
uch good that
e a fe doses of them
isted upoh my trying
them. They helped me as noth-
ing else has done." For sale by-
all dealers.
Off far Areal Eacasiesseat.
Company L, National State
Guards. about 45 strong, left
Tuesday at 7 o'clock for Lexing-
ton, Ky., where they will be en-
campment for; about ten days.
McRee in command. Com-
pany L. is one of the crack
teams of the state and in the
contests to be had during the
encampment is expected 03 make
ra strong showtm -
You're Billie= anal Native!
Sick Headache. Bad Breath,
Sour Stomach, Furred Tongue. .
and In& stion. Mean ver and
Bad Bow Is clogged. lean up
t a 2c ,,.x of Dr.
le Is today and
ful
in this city at the Methodist ing - 
tisfied.
akes you fee, fine. Eff-1
church Tuesday night of next ective, yet mild. Don't gripe, 
The total amount of rain for
week, at which time the open- 25c. at your druggist- 
the month is .36 of an inch,
ing sermon will. be preached. ' Bucklen's Arnica Salve for of on inch. J
une, 1913. was the
which is a trifle over one-third 
Virginia said other Southern
The conference --will continue burns, 
states, was-taken suddenly 
__A understood that the crews will
1"^ithe go through just as now, but the
_._  next dryest month, only 
.54, of severely ill ith colic. At
through Friday of the same D„ii,„ to g„t nes. Noun, jam an inch of rain having 
first store he to the mer- dtraicainteds 
-.de. up will
lei rutahroatioginh-
- -
and very hot and the planting
bag not been Increased any dur-
ing the past week, hence the
acreage I would say is about An
per cent of an average crop. No
doubt a good deal of of the weak-
er plants have died and it is
hard to tell about the present
stand, but I am inclined to the
belief that we have a very much
better stand than farmers gen-
erally think. For where insects
have cut the leaves or the top of
the plant away the stump and
roots of the plants are concealed
below the surface and will grow
when we have favorable weaths,
or. For this reason I believe ta
neat part of what tobacco that-
bag been planted is living and
n produce a plant but the out-
get out an average acreage as se-
many plants are ruined on the
beds. In some cases they are
evergreen, where they ?sere in
moist places and where the be
were in dry places they have
dried up, and all the plants are
dwarfed by reason of the drouth
to such-an extent that I don't
think they woura make a healthy
heavy plant, but no doubt if a
continued wet spell should set
in, we would see the acreage
materially increased and it is
impossible to tell the outcome of
a tobacco plant as long as it
shows any life, as it has wonder-
ful resinserative powers, but the
season is getting very late, and
ith the poor p:ants to set the
remaindea of the crop I don't
think it is possible to get a full
acreage or to make good quality
and the indications are very
ri Mrs. Rich-
rt, N.Y.
of headache
tored me
berliunit _Calm. Cholera and 
--- --
liquogia the county. The el
arrhoea Remedy I could not -tion still be called under the n
'bly have lived but a fewiceunty unit law, which requires.
Mire longer, but thanks to this! per cent of the voters in the
remedy. I am now well and county at large to call an elec-
strong." For sale by all dealers. tion.
DrTed lima in Fusty Tears. T
he petition also asks that
druggists be prohibited from
selling liquors. There are now
The month of June was the
-25 saloons in the county. 'M ia
Hopkinsville and 2 in Crecy.-
Hopkinsville Kentuckian.
fallen
Severe Attack of Colic Cared.
E. E. Craft, who travels in
Them will be a change made-
in the running of the trains on
the divisions of the N. C. & St
L R. R. tomorrow. The trains
which leave here at 7:45 a. m.
and 2:Xi p. m. and which have
been running through to Mem-
phis will run through instead to
Hickman, making transfers at
Hollow Rock Junction. The
trains in returning will start at
Hickman instead of as thereto-
fore. These changes are made
to make len delay in transfers
at Hollow Rock Junction. It is
Pad-
bring to Murray shout 150 clele- Louisville, Ky.. June 210.-De- 
there. The month saw a record
of 102 degrees for heat, the hot- s 
Coll -
4chant recor ded Chamber-
• •, • and Diarr- 
traveling. public out of Nashville
week. This gathering will
dined with thanks , test weather since 1S91). No one Id leave 
being heavier than out of daa-
gates .and visitors, land 'Rev. 
y. T doses of it
'persons who will liSeiSt in the 
observer Horr vegeta- borne
horecies
Such in substance is the reply , 
co dingcah seems to have oc
casiojaeit
ma.* b HenryHenr • Watt mon vet- tion in Ballard county had al
-I  on a journey without a Paducah has held the
the change. Since the line was
Pickens is very anxious that all
r bottle o P Pa t • rQr
entertainmentiof the guests er-an editor 'sof the Louisville dealers.
port the fact to him at the very 
all most been destroyed by the long sale by 
Courier-Journal, to the challenge drouth- •
earliest hour possible. untied by General Rosalie Jones
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iiISIRIAN NEM AND
WIFE ASSASSINATED
STUDENT SHOOTS AFTER BOMB
THROWN UNSUCCESSFULLY.
CONSPIRATORS SEIZED
VICTIM WARDED OFF BOMB
'Tragedy Enacted in Sarajevo. Capital
of liosnia-Sodi•• Will Lie In
State at Palace Until Emper-
or's Wishes are Known.
Sarajevo.--- Archduke Francis Ferdi-
nand, heir to the Austro Hungarian
throne, and his morganatic wife, the
duchess of Holeenberg, were assassi-
nated while driving through the
streets of Sarajevo, the Bosnian cap-
ital. A youthful ierevian student fired
the abets wakes added seartnee t
long list of tragedies that have dark-
ened the reign of Emperor French' JO.
seph. -----
The archduke and his wife were vic-
tims cit the second latent-Pt Tn th-e
same day against their lives. First a
bona) was thrown at the automobile in
which they were driting to the town
hall. Forewarned, however, of a pee
sible attempt against his life, the arch-
duke was watchful and struck the mis-
sile aside with his arm it fell under
an automobile following, which car-
ried members of the archduke's suite.
wounding Count von Boos-Waldeck
and Col. Merizzo.
On their return from the town hall.
the archduke and the duchess were
driving to the hospital, when Gavricr
Prinzip darted at the car and fired a
volley at the occupants. His aim was
true, and the archduke and his wife
were mortally wounded. With them at
the time was the governor of the city.
who escaped injury. The bodies of
his murdered companions collapsed
across him -ajsdqprotected him frpm
stray bullets.
The governor shouted to the chauf-
feur to rush to the palace. Physicians
were In prompt attendance, but their
services were treeless. as the archduke
and his wife were dead before the pal-
+see was reached.
Until the emperor's wishes are
known, the bodies will lie in state at
the palace here. They will doubtless
be interred in the Hapsburg vaults in
the Capuchin church at Vienna.
--
LUIS CABRERA
MILITANTS BOMBARD KING
King George's Hat Knocked Sideways
and Queen's Parasol Littered with
Suffragette Literature.
London.-Militant suffragettes bom-
barded King George and Queen Mary
with leafleks at the entrance of Hyde
Park. A bundle of the papers knocked
the king's hat sideways and the
queen's parasol caught another shower
of pamphlets.
'two women' wereseized by the po-
lice and carried away struggling.
The king and queen treated the in-
cident with good-humored tudiffer-
once. which they always exhibit when
the objects' of suffragette demonstra-
tions. The king smilingly tossed one
of the bundles of papers into the road-
way. and their drive continued.
1--
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RECIPROCITY IS
JAPANtla PLAN
RECIPROCITY IN LAND OWNER-
ERSHIP IS PLAN PROPOSED
BY JAPAN TO U. S.
NEW TREATY IS ABANDONED
Secretary Bryan Says Japanese Note
of June 10 Reopening Controversy
and the American Reply Will
Be Published.
Witshington.-The protest of Japau
litialust the Calitentin ellen land lava
..rought conspicuously -before the put.
:lc again by przhavation of correspond
once between the Wierhington and To
kyo governments, was discussed with
interest here in official and diplomati Mies Holm Heil,, diiiiphter of Cat
.eiseiee.• Suesetterj;_lisvan salt the-lap . C. H. Heyl, U. S., A, and osw-of
Boner Luis Cabrera, ono- of the Car aloese note of June lit last, which re prettiest girls In the army net at
Mute junta In Washingioni-ls conset ripened the subject, would be muds Weshington., will become the bride of
-eret-ews- el the brainiest men con- • public-with thersamerleen -Lieut. Mile P. Fes of the engineers-
limited with the constitutionalist cause a few days. early In the fall. The enpaseinteed has
H. was made a member of Careen:4'e at Ii known tlIkLJipan, &blind-oaf* just been iusnouaced.
the idea of negotiating a new treat)
to guarantee the property rights of
its citizens, has asked for a reply to
Its note of August 26 last, in which
the United States was pressed to stop
the "obnoxious discriminations" re-
sulting front the California legislation.
"There is but one remedy," this
note said, "and the imperial govern-
ment Is unable to escape the conclu-
sion that the duty of applying that
remedy devolves solely on the gov-
ernment of the United States."
' One phase of the negotiations dis-
closed in the correspondence which at-
tracted particular interest was said to
suggest the possibility of an issue en-
tirely new In the history of the United
Stales. In italics in connection with
the promise by the Japanese govern-
ment to grand land ownership to
provisional cabinet
COLONEL DEFENDS PERKINS
Will Not Let Harvester Man Si Read
Out of Party-Would Go Out
With Him
- New York.-- Theodore Roosevelt.
Who returned to America on the im-
perator, vigorously defended Geo. W.
Perkins. chairman of the progressive
national executive committee, whose
resignation as chairman was demand-
ed recettly by Autos Pinchot, Mr. Phr-
chot had declared Mr. Perkins' affilia-
tion with certain big business inter-
ests made him unfit to hold his posi-
tion.
"When they read Perkins out." said
Col. Roosevelt, "they will have to read
me out. too."
The colonel reiterated that he would
not be a candidate for the governor-
ship of New York this fall, lie said
his health was all right now and that
he would speak at Pittsburgh June 30.
"I shall not be able to speak in the
open air-or made continuous speaking
trips." the colonel said. "However, I
shall be able to deliver a certain num-
ber of speeches indoors.
"Mr. l'erkins," declared the colonel
in his reference to the natioual execu-
tive chairman, -has been, on the
whole, the most useful member of the
progressive party. He has striven in
absolutely good fklth for the princi-
ples of the party, both as regards cor-
porations and business generally, and
as regards the group of questions
dealing with the welfare of the wage-
earner and his economic and social
advance. As for reading him out of
the party, when that is done they
have to read me out. too."
FEAR MORE RIOTS AT BUTTE
-- -
Mayor Duncan Fears Miners' Factions
May. Make Reprisals-Will Not
ASic For Trbilps.
Butte, Mont -Butte was quiet after
MP PRESS ANGRY AT U S a night 'of rioting caused .by internal
strife in the Western Federation of
Miners, which cost the life of one man,
Some Insist Remedy Must Be Found . injuries to four others and a heavy
for Insulting Situation-Nichi property loss.
Nacho is Viotent Mayor Duncan. however, would not
--
Tokyo.-The Japanese press gener-
ally expresses indignation at the atti-
tude of the United States in the Cali-
fornia anti-alien land csoutrotersy, as
outlined' in the correspondence be-
commit himself as to turmoil being at
an end. He fears reprisals bet wen
the factions, but said he would not ask
for troops, as he believes the sheriff
should make that request. The sher-
iff -however, has taken no action to-
tweven the trio governments. recently 
ward 
that end. •
pu bliel.ed . Sete ral of the newspapers' f Citizens looked to Gov. Stewart at
Insist that a remedy must be 'found Helena to a solution of the trouble.
for the "insulting- situation. Charitsa Moyer
1.16/,'"'t tederatin..- nd ethers who were -daite-
lin its utterances. It condemns what en. :rom the miners' hall under fire.
111 calls 'Japan's riat"9:3- of America appealed to the governor-atrileleas
by participating in the expoeition at for state .tattrat at elate.
• San Francisco- and says that in$tals& The miners worked as usual, and iv°
of doing this Japan ehmild, in vtewf of
lbe United States government's inert')
ely to control the state., coasider the
wisdom of taking actiou against Cali-
-Termite In wder to obtain satisfaction
Would Probe Leak_
liVieshingtos -Hoer con-piere reports
of the proceedings of the'-senate for-
eign relations committee, supposed to
I. secret. ea the pending Nicaraguan
eel Callitelkin treaties got into the
sewspapers . is about to be investi.
gated. - ,'
Kilts Young erode.
MkSP - W J. liaise, 32 years
eld, called at the police station and
Informed the officers he had killed his
Wife, a bride of four months. He was
Socked up on a charge of murder.
Want Baggage Rates Cut.
Columbus, Ohio.- Excrete baggage
seats to lye reduced and made uniform
is every state are to be sought by the
lashed Commercial Travelers of
America, according to the deciaion
the supreme council
Fite Mossduei Petitions.•
Jefferson City, Mad-- Petitions re-
coseatiss the vuhniireiticia to bliescier4
voters nett November•of a cliiistIte
Mosel anusteitivent granting WOUND the
Wag 1131411 setli thillriseNeiry_ot
_ bet,
Is the operating companies have not
Iteen.brought into the controversy. It
was otficially announced the mine
Owners have taken no part in the fac-
tional fight_
Fifty Children injured_
Atlanta. GL-- Fifty children were
injured here when a pavilion at a lo-
cal amusement park collapsed during
a picnic 'hen for the inmates of the
local Hebrew orphans' home. None of
the injuries are fatal.
- -----
Tornado at Watertown
Watertown, S. D.-A tornado tore a
path through the city. four blocks
wide and eighteen blocks tong. No
fatalities are reported, hut sr-ores-were
Injured The property damage is
many thousands of dollars.
Gen. Whistler Dies
Pensacola, Fla.---Gen, Garland N
Whistler, aged tt, t• S. A., retired,
died suddenly at his summer hozsto
here from apoplexy or Indigestion, be-
fore medicalaid could reach him.
 -
Baron Suicides.
- Dundee, Seotland florae* Coati-
say Gemmel! Forbes. nineteenth Barge
Forbes, gra repreeentatit iv peat he
psappl4 cnt his .11rIntt- in I
bag-7- •'‘ ' -
Aniericans appeared the words "re- heather factory on, the west side of
serving for the future, however, the ear city and swept through the shoe
right of maintaining the condition of and leather manufacturing district.
reciprocity wittf respect to the sepa- ruining every bullesng in a curt ing
path two miles long and more than a
half mita wide.
Burning embers, carried by a strong
northwest- wind, started fires in two
other sections,' the fashionable rest-
ential district ad-fa-rent to latfoette
street, and a manufacturing and ten-
ement house districtron the peninsula
bounded by Palmer's cove, South
river and the water front.
, Late in the evening brands kindled
a fourth fire in the plant of the Salem
Oil company in Mason street. The oil
tanks blew up with a terrific report.
and showers of spark:: fell threaten-
ingly on a part of the town that be-
fore had not been in imminent dan-
ger. This fire, however, was checked
after it had destroyed the oil com-
pany's plant and thirteen houses.
\Viten the flames were believed to
be under control, all the historic and
literary landmarks had escaped de-
struction. These included the Peabody
Museum, old custom house, where
Nathaniel Hawthorne did much of his
literary work and "The House of Sev-
en Gables" - made famous by the nov-
elist. a
The fire was burning on herby
street, not far from the Peabody Mu-
seum, but it was thought the build
ing and its taluable collection of cu-
r,ios would be sated.
-The House of Seven Gables" also
was in the danger sone.
Several buildings were dynamited.
No fatalities had been reported, but in
the confutsion it was impossible to
determine the casualties.
Sonic fifty injured persons were re-
ceived at hospitals.-.
Thousands of homeless were camped
on Salem Common. and the (ay was
policed by militiamen.
_ The great destruction was due to
Washington.-Secretary 13rynn was
by the house a special assilt-
ant_secretars At a of S4.600 
year to help out in the work of the see-
rioters', immediate office. Speaker.
Clark put himself on record in oppo-
sition to the proposed new official.
The speaker opposed a similar move
made set eral years ago by P C. Knox,
thee. retary of state, who record!
Mended the creation of the office of
under-secretary of state.
Refuse Conley New Trial.
Atlanta. Ga -- James Coates', the ne-
gro factory sweeper, sentenced to
serve one year In prison as an ac-esa'
sory after the fact to the murder of
Mary Phagan, for which crime lase-#1.
Frank now Is under sentence 0
death. wart refused a new trial by
Judge Ben H. HIU.
Fireman lorKilled.
Akron, Ohio.-Henry Luellen eh. 211,
married six weeks, a fireman, was
killed and Fire Chief John Merit bad-
ly injured at a fire here.
Sets Record.
Independence, Cal-a-Silas. (Trager-
ferson, aviator, in • biplane, flew over
the peak of Mount Whitney. 14,511R
feet high lisr attained an altitude eie-
ttniated at more than 16.000 feet, and
established, It is contended, a new
American altitude record-
_ -
Sarah Bernhardt Injured
(sot:tent, Frantir4arsh Bernhardt
Wave eufferhig front a severely 'twisted
'knee when she arrit ell here, anti was
opot7mawnautfearctuprirrige"ucr:mpaTnbiees, 
burned
buildings include the plants of a score
them the big factory of the Nallinkeag
Cotton Mills, twieeas many business
places. St. Joseph's Roman Catholic
Church, recently -erected at a cost of
$250.000, the orphan asylum and
more than :00 residences and tene-
ment buildings. Among the residences
were colonial houses which artists
have declared to be the finest typer
of that architecture in the country.
everted 41 chair_ fetJIMU'llen:aaVartnety Mitre byrtl'irarmaglt Muni
•
ii
$20,000.000 FIRE IN SALEM
Over 1,000 Buildings Are Burned ant
10.000 People Made Homeless.
Historic Places Spared.
,lent. Mass - Nearly half of the
"old witch city" of Salem, rich in his
torts buildings and tradition, was de
vastated by a fire that caused an es.
Billeted loss of $20,000,000, destroyed
1,000 byldings, including a score oll
manufacturing establishments, and
merle 10,000 of the 45,000 residents
homeless.
The fire originated in the Korn
rate states."
This, it was pointed out, appeared
to be a distiect reservation by the
Japanese government of the right to
retaliate directly on the Californians
by singling them out among American
citizens for exclusion from the right
to possess real property in Japan.
MANY ARE KILLED BY QUAKE
Sumatra Earthquake Destroys Much
Valuable Property-Big Steamer
Missing-Buildings Collapse.
Batavia. Java-Many were killed or
Injured in an earthquake which caused
widespread damage in Southern Su-
matra.
Many buildings collapsed at Benkoe-
len, the capital, and telegraph and CA-
hle communication was interrupted. s
The Britiah steamer Kintuck of the
China Mutual Steam Navigation com-
pany, crowded with emigrants, was re-
ported ten hours overdue, and it was
feared she had met with an accident in
connection with the earthquake. A
steamer has been sent from here to
search for her.
Sumatra is the largest island of the
Malay archipelago. except Borneo It
has a number of volcanoes, some ac-
tive and some believed extinct. The
population is estimated at 3.500.000,
among whom are about 5,000 whites.
BRYAN'S REQUEST DENIED
Howse Reuses to Provide Hem With a
Special Secretary at a Sal-
ary of $4.500.
Clattln Seems Bankrupt
New Yerk.-The biggest mercaa-
tile failure in the history of the United
States was precipitated when recetv.
sirs were appointed for H B. Claflin
-FoMpany of th(s city. The compans,
It is estimated, owes more than $30.-
I00,000, which at the present time it
Is unable to pay. Its assets are said
to he $44,000,000.
' - -
Washington-President Wilson has
approved the sentence of dismissal inc
posed on Maj Benjamin M. Koehler
of the coast artillery corps a eouri
martial
Resume Activities.
London.-aketivitles of militant ear-
laegettere•which have been In sus•
pens. since' Premier AaqUitit sagreed
to receive a deputation of East End
working women, erre resumed in at•
tacks on city pillar boxes and an or.
sentinel kiti on West End theaters. ratted elates.
FLEEING FEDERALS
MAKE LAST STAND
GIN. PASCUAL OROZCO REPORTED
DESPERATELY WOUNDED.
PEOIRALII TRAPPE!)
ANGELES HEADS THE REBELS
Plight for Their Lives at Soledad-Ad
aloes from Zacatecas Say The
Escape Is Impossible
for Federal'.
Torreon. Mexico.- Five thousand
Federal* under Gen. Peaces' Orozco
and Marcelo Carreo are fighting for
their livea at Suledad, half say be-
tween Zacatecas and Aguas Caliente..
The Federal' constituting the reg-
ular troops of the Zacatec•us garrison
-tiara rillnie pursued. 'by rebid--
every Mlle of the distance they belle
C owered la .their flight: A Mai To
ceived here from Zacatecas mays the
-rebels- suc,coodad -covertakUM--
enelog Fecierals at the little town of
Soledad, and that in the battle already
50o Federals and three rebels have
been killed.
Among the wounded Federate in said
to be lien. Pascual Orozco. the Chi-
huahua miner, who won the Madero
revolution by his successful attack on
Juarez. and who la regarded by rebel*
now as the worst enemy of the revo-
lution, because he forsook Madero dur
Inn the seven days' fighting in Mexico
City. Unofficial reports say Gen.
Orozco is desperately wounded. Villa
has said he would rather captere
Orozco than any oilier Federal com-
mander.
(ion. Felipe Angeles, aalla's chief of
artillery and regarded as Villa's choice
for provisional president, is pursuing
the Federal front Zacatecas. Gen. An-
geles reported to headquarters that his
men were in close pursuit of _the Fed-
erate. He asked that the supplies be
sent to him near Soledad. and said a
number of skirmishes had taken place
between the retreating Federals and
the pursuing rebel cavalry, Gen. An-
geles' dispatch was sent before the
Soledad tight had started, InThe opin-
ion of rebel officers here.
Adviees from Zacatecas say Orozco
and Caraveo, with their coteruariAs. are
sa.hemmed in at Soledad that escape
from the rebels is impossible. Addi-
tional troops were sent tonight from
Zacatecas to assist Gen. Angeles.
AWAIT CARRANZA'S REPLY
Zacatecas Victoey-Said to Have United
Constitutionalists--Villa Is to
Direct the Army.
Washington.- Agents of the Mexi-
can Constitutionalists in Washington
awaited final instructions from Gen.
Venustiano Carrazza regarding the
invitation to participate in informal
eonferences with resperesentatives of
the United States and the Iluerta
government on plans to complete the
pacification of Mexico.
Gen. Canaan& telegraphed his reps
resentatives here as he left Saltillo
that he would make definite his posi-
tion on reaching Monterey
From•Monterey it was reported Gen.
Carrara& planned to proceed to Nuevo
Laredo. where he would be in direct
telegraphic communication with the
Washington authorities. This was
taken as an assurance that the invi-
tation to participate in informal me-
diation over Mexico's internal affairs
would be accepted.
Gen. Villa's victory at Zacatecas is
declared to have ironed out all of the
rough edges in the Constitutionalist
ranks. Villa for military aegressien;
carranza to direct diplomatic negotia-
tions, was declared to be the align-
ment of the, Constitutionalist forces
_upon
a
THE REBELS AT ZACATECAS
Report of Victory Is Received at Juarez.
Rebel Lees Was 2,200-Twe
Generale Are Wounded.
1111 Pam Z•vatficaa, as tap
portant city of Central Mexico, Mt
Into the haods of the constitutional-
ists, accerdiag to (announcement by
Gen. Villa's officials at Juarez Two.
of Villa's generals were wounded.
The constitutionalists were heavy
losers, according to ala official Ow
patch. No mention la made of the
federal killed, but it 111166 maid many
prisoners were captured, with much
arms and ammunition.
It was believed Villa's lack of effect-
iv c artillery ammunition had made it.
necessary to rush the federal positions
with infantry, taking the city by a aud
den attack, which, according to °W-
ilel reports, resulted In the capture of
a large portion of the garrison and its
nitrations.
The border city of Jeerer immedi-
ately plunged itself into a celebration.
The telegrant describing the victory
was received by Col. Ornritas. the
Juarez conininuder, and by Lazaro do
la Garza, Villa's agent here. It was
signed by Gen Orestes Failure.  coin-
mender at Torreon, and read:
"I have the honor to communleate
to you that the important city of Ziusas
teas was captured by the forces of
The Cele-am of the north. We-took-
ninny prisoners and captured a large
quantity of animuniticni and arms.
There were large losses on our side.
"Gen. Trinidad Rodriguez was seri-
ously wounded and (len Maclovio Her.
rera was slightly wounded."
VILLA PURSUES FEDERALS
- - —
Bebel Who Killed Britisher Bentor
Is Mortally Wounded-Five Hun-
dred Prisoners Are Taken.
Torreon. Mesicof--..Panelin.
started rebel troops ha pursuit of the
Federar army of Gen, Medina Barron,
which he has driven front Zacatecas.'
The greater portion of !I e F'ederalit,
had escaped from 'the city before the
rebel troops forced their way Into it.
and only the wounded rind the strag-
glers fell into Villa's hands. These
were many. however, numbering:, ac-
cording to aecounts. nearly 5,000.:
The dead of the Federal garrison
dill were in the streets of the town.
but rebel soldiers have been gather-
ing them up. It was found necessary
to burn man ia of the bodies and fun-
eral pyres were burnine in many
places in the town. Villa's losses in
The battle 'have not yet been deter-
mined. Unofficial estimates by army
officers at Zacatecas placed the rebel
losses at 2i'00 in killed and wounded.
It is known that fully 1,000 Federals
were killed, their bodies lying in the
trenches and streets, and that twice
as many were wounded.
'The fighting was at close range. Vil-
la driving his men into the town un-
der a withering fire of Federal guns
and permitting the Federals no time
for retreat. Ammunition and guns
secured by the rebels will prove a
great aid to Villa In pushing the cam-
paign to the south.
Gen. Trinidad livalriguez. Who Wee
desperately wounded while landing
his men in the attack, died from his
wound, according to a disnatch re-
.ceited by E. A. llenetides, Sr, and
Gen. Maclovio. Herrera, also wound
ed, is reported dyine. Herrera's fa-
ther left` El Paso to join his son at
Zacatecas.
Col, Rodolpho Pierre), accused by
rebel of the murder of William Ben-
ton, the British subject, for whose'
death Villa was blamed, is reported
to hate been mortally wounded.
Gen. Teribio Ortega is reported
CARRANZA USES BIG STICK
Mit. Lockwood Hort.
ash'Ingtoe -Miss A. Lock' • tValesington. An agreentent has
Places Financial Agent at Piedras Ne-
gras Under Arree-ChaNell •
Not Made Public,
Eagle Pass, Texas.---G. 141.' Seruin
constitutionalist financial agent It
Piedras Negras, who recently was
railed to Saltillo by Cien. Cerranza.
has been placed in jail there, it was
learned in Piedras Negras. The
charges ',which, it was said, were be-
ing Investigated, were not made pub
lic. Serscral other liedres Negras of-
fletaisibave been removed from dffice
and it was reported among enestitu•
tionalists there that there would be
an entire change of civil officials
Constitutionalists at Piedras Negras
deported twenty-the Mexicans alleged
to he Illuerta sympathisers. They
1\ erg. hroght to the Internatipael
bridge and entered to leave Mexico:'
- ---
.111reach Is Widened.
Monterey, Mexica-The breach be-
Peewee a'arranse and Naha Is growth.*
deeper and more menacing every day,
notwithstanding the protestations of
loyalty. and c outman Interect heeled by
both sides for the newspapers of the
'To Protect Mimes
wood, 54. the , only women Whet ever tw.,ys. .41 heti& I '
ran for this pressidene.y, fell In her ot., titiktyL. taut ereot esett9p iirokea
rat nrninatien,.
land rime,
Flo that made _to protect oil 'Wombs.
CARRANZA MAY TAKE PART
- -
Representatives of Rebels in Washing-
ton are Hopeful-Say That Cies
ranza Will Accept Offer..
Washington --Representatives of the
Mexican Constitutionalists in \\Wahine
ton expressed- etmedent hopes that
Gee. Carransa woriWaecepillieJnyit
welt!
tioa of the South American mediatoie
to partielpale-ta informal conferences
to ,compose the internal affairs of
Mexico.
Whether Gee. carraviiiii would ac-
cept the invitation, however, still re-
mained an open question, despite the
fact that some of his agents here had
telegraphed him at Monterey for a
definite answer The message was
sent after the arrival in Wei:len/ton
of Gen. "tawnier**, private secretary,
alfredo Brescecia, who brought personal
Information from the Constitutionalist
leader to his Washington agents., Ra-
fael Zuharan and 7aits Cabrera,
Mr Lubaran said he believed Gen
("arrant* would authorise participation
of his representatives In the prepoeed
conferences but that the military cam
traign against Gen. Iluert• would pro
ceeei. • Mr. Cabrera declared he ecits at
moat certain informal conferencer
aould Mite place Mr. Wetted& rale
he was awaiting instructions _
Carransa Wants Time '
W.e....ington Gen Vstoi,-11:.no Car
ranee has replied to the invitation's,
tended for perlielpation by agents
in an informal caurferenc velth repre-
sentatives of Gen Ifuerto and the
rutted States, asking that he he ghee
time to (sunsuit with his goners's.
Secret Negotiations.
Vera t - Secret peace negotia
(lone. het weir' Gen t'arranta andl
Presideni. Iliterta tare been in prog•
Ike ,AiltP4L4/11MbrdiAlLaaV..Allt•
tereila- 'Megaton: an -Ainertraa.. VW &IF
r lc e4 (rota Slexise City.
_
- -
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VALIANT5F1VIDGIN
4/- flALLIE EPITNIE PIVr5 •••
1LLU5TPATION5 tooke LAUREN STOUT
CO/YoSigYY
Jaen valiant, • ricks society taverna.
dieddenly dlerovere that the Valiant ear-
Wthen, which his father fnuesdud sadM es. me principal sourus of his.
*Wealth. has tailed. He voluntarily turns
Sr hui private bottApe to the receiver
the corporation Mt entire remaining
100••••111lorall cunalst of an old motor car, a
lifhit., titia doe and flummery court, a nee
ed estate In Virginia On th• way to
ory Qourt be Meets Shirley Dand
wedge en a 11 burn-hatred beauty. and do-
sides that he la going to like Virginia On-
einensely Shirley'. mother, Kra Liana
, and Major nristow exchange real-
es during which it I. revealsd
the wiwior, Vallest's father. and a
n iseenrid leaesoo. were riv•le for the
of Yrs lrandridge la her youth
and Valiasit heaght a duel on her
Muss in whict the former was kiilednt finds Damory court ovargri.wn
erlth weeds and creepers and amides to
tht.
satinets the place Valiant soy*.
• from Ms tate of a 'maks. which
it assrtas Oho diedlinese of (ha
seeks the poison from the
and his Ilfs Valiant learns
tirthilita= ghat ins tether tett tete-
aeoeaust of • nod in which Dec-
1 end Meier Salaam acted Si
seesede Yatiant sod Shirley
me good friends. Mne Dandridge
nit when she meets Valiant tor the
time Vaitent atmeevere that he has
fortune In old walnut trees. The yearlyi
•
manumit. a survival ef lb. Jousting of
dal Mines. Is head at Damory court. At
last moment Ostient takes the pleas
one at tire knights, who Is sick. and
•Meters the lists
CHAPTER XXIII—Continued.
The twelve horsemen were now ste
Oleg their restive mounts in • group
at one end of the lists. Two mounted
-Monitors had stationed themselves on
either side of the rope-barrier; a third
tood behind the upright from whose
.,-1 was susoended the sliver ring.
le herald blew a blast, calling the
tie of the first of the knights. In-
stantly, with lance at rest, the latter
.galloped at full tweed down the lists.
There was a sharp musical clash, and
as be dashed on, the ring flew the
full length of its tether and swung
tack, whirling swiftly. It had been a
*lose thrust, for the iron pike-point
'had smitten its rim A cheer went up,
-under cover of which the rider looped
back outside the lists to his former
position.
In an upper tier of the stand a spec-
-tater made a cup of his hands. -The
Rallibt of the Golden Spur against the
Ileid." he called "What odder
"Five to one. SPotteawood•- a
ens w erge„
-Ten dollars," announced the first
-Good." And both made memoran-
dum on their cuff,:
A second time the trumpet sounded.
and the Knight of Castlewood flashed
ingloriously down the roped aisle—a
miss
Again and again the clear note rang
out and a mounted figure plunged by.
end presently, in a burst of cheering.
the herald proclaimed "The Knight of
the Black gle—one!" and Chilly
Lusk, In old-rose doublet and inky
plume cantered back with a silver
sing upon his Pike.
No simple thing, approaching leis-
urely and afoot, to send that tapering
point straight to tie tiny mark. But
at headlong gallop, astride a blooded
horse straining to take the bit, a deed
zequirIng a nice aye, a perfect seat
Jand an unveil:ming arm and hand!
)11aoes luaights wbo looped back with
their pike@ thus braceisted had spent
long hours La practice and each rode
as naturally as he breathed, yet more
than once a horse shied in mid-eoureo
and at the too-eager thrust of the spur
bolted through the ropes. Valiant
made his first essay—and missed—
mite the blood singing in his ears.
-The ring new from his pike, catehing
Ulm a swinging blow on the temple in
voice
Had Jelin Valiant Learned
Tbot Telok ef the Loose Wrist and
leasseble Thymic
Ms elbow& but be scarcely felt it Ws
be casters& back he heard the major's
!leas piths( Wm against the field
And the.. IneiblienlY, stand and field
-all etiolated. Me saw only, the long
level rope-deed lase with Its twinkling
midalr pellet_ As extillaratino caught
hie at the feel of the splendid home-
liest Noma hie --thr_t settee of one
mess with tee ereature he beetrod•
welch the Matteotti e borsetuan knows.
Me Meted tc• Imre and betted R. seek
lag tts absolute tebinoe, testing Its
point as a (Mew with his rapier
When &gala the blood red moth
*trammed away the herald's cry,
"Keigto of the Crimson Rose—Ose!"
est the field basdolapplag From the
mit *Alai name, N'allast returned with-
tbe same epos his Isar. -r-• n bad
igoae to the Cliddigthe of Castlewood
'sad tyre to .thattertig riders, Whet'
Vallee( warehhtlettieth tiba eheM
Maik 11111111111111  . 111/11
Tbe trumpet again pealed its silvery
proclamation Judge Chalmers was on
his feet. "Fifty to ten on the Crimson
Rom," he cried. This time, however,
there were no takers He celled again,
but none heard him, the last tilts were
too absorbing.
Whore had John Vallaat learned
that trick of the loose wrist and in.
neIlble thrust, but at the fencing club!
Where that subconscious management
of the rein, that nine gage of speed
and distance: but on the polo field?
The old sports stood him now in good
stead "Why, he has a seat like a
centaur"- exclaimed the judge- -praise
indeed in a community where riding
was a passion and horseflesh a fetish!
"Oh. dialer mourned Nancy Chat-
11%--Wei six Palm of glove, on
Quiet Carter. Nil en mind; if it has to
be anybody else, I'd rather it were
Mr. ValianL. It's abom time Demory
Court got something after Rip-Vs.-
Winkling it for thirty years. Residue,
he's giving us the dance, and I love
him for that! Quint still has a chimes,
though. If he takes the next two, aid
Mr. Valiant misses—
Katharine looked at her with a lit-
tle smile. "He won't atlas," else said.
She had seen that look on his fade
before and read It aright. Jobe Va-
liant had striven in mato, contests, not
only of skill but of strength and dar-
ing, before crowded grand stands. But
never in all his life bad he so desired
to pluck the prize. Hie gelo was tense
on the laws al the yellow doublet
sand olive plume of Castlewood shot
away for a last time—and failed. An
instant later the Knight of the Crim-
son Rose flashed down the lists with
the last ring OD his pike.
And the tourney was won.
In the shouting and hand-clapping
Valiant took the rose from his hat-
band and bound it with a shred of his
bash to his lance-point. As he rode
slowly toward eh. massed stand, the
whole field was so still that he could
hear the hoofs of the file of knights
behind him. The people were on their
feet
The mounted herald blew his blast.
"By the Majesties of St. Michael and
St. George," be proclaimed, "I declare
the Knight of the Crimson Rose the
victor of this our tourney, and do
charge him now to choose hi. Queen
of Beauty, that all may do her hom-
age!'
Shirlee saw the horse coming down
the line, Its rider bareheaded now,
and her heart began to race wildly.
Beyond wanting him to take part, she
had no:. thought She looked about
her, suddenly dismayed. People were
smiling ie. her and clapping their
hands From the other soil of the
stand she saw Nancy Chalmers throw-
ing her a kiss. and beside her a tall
pale girl in champagne-coke staring
through a jeweled lorgnette:
She was conscious all at once that
the flaaneled rider was very cloes
• • • that his pike-point, with Its
big red blossom, was stretching up to
her.
With the rose la her band she curt-
- sled to Rim, while the blurred threes
cheered Itself boaree, and the bead
struck up -You Great Big Beautiful
Doll,- with extraordinary reittoro, to
the tune of which the noise ensity sub-
sided to a battery of hilarious con-
gratulations which left her flushed and
a little breathless. Nancy Chalmers
and Betty Page had burst upon her
like petticeated weiriwinds sad pres-
ently, whea the crowd had lessened,
the judge Mlle to Introduce his visi-
tor.
"Mr. Fargo and his daughter are our
guests at Gladden Hall." he told her.
-They are old friends of Valiant's, by
the way; they knew him in New
Yorke:
-Ratharinei lighting her incense
ison.-1-gusille• observed SUM Fargo.
He
stand, where stood a willowy tam am
ure, one hand beckoning to the cole
coarse below, whore Valiant stood. the
*enter of a shifting group, round which
the white bulldog, mad with recovered
liberty. tore In eccentric circles.
As they looked. she celled softly,
"Jobs! John!"
Shirley saw him start and face
about, the. come quickly toward her,
smasseamt and welcome in his eyes
As Shirley harped away • little later
with the meJor. that whispering voice
seemed to sound Is her eare--Johnl
John." There emote heir suddenly the
thought that when be had daemon her
his Queen of Beauty, be had not seen
the other--had not known she was
Otero
A few moments before the day had
been goidee; she went home through
a landscape that somehow seemed to
have lost ite brigetest glow. .
• or .^
-4 h.
4
• -
-
CHAPTER XXIV.
Katharine Decides.
Katharios left the field of Runny-
mede with John Valiant* in the dun-
colored motor *the sat in the driver's
moo Dodd* him, while the bulldog ta-
pered eestatieally harken, from aide
to sid• of the rear co/times. Ner
rather had decilmed the hour, remark-
ing that be ooliaidered a professional
chauffeur a sallleitant risk of his melee
bee life and that the Chalmers' grays
ware Mood saoaage tor him—a decialoa
*Mob 414 ast wholly Cavities, KAMA.
,augb the bad known in the pest
'Yes, but I can hardly believe it; I
guru to have been here half • lifetime.
To think that • month ago I was •
double-dyed New Yorker"
'it's be-en a strange experience for
You When you come back to Now
York—"
He looked at her, oddly she thought.
"Why should I go back"
"Wby Because it's your natural
habitat. lose it"
"That's the word," be said smiling
"It was my habitat. This is my home"
She was silent a moment in sheer
surprise. She had thought of this
Soutbern essay as a quickly passing
incident, • colorful chapter whose
e might any day be turned. But
Impossible to mistake his mean-
ie'. Clearly, be was deeply infatuated
with this Areadianmparteues asd had_
no thought at mown but to asatkesto
from tree and shrub, painting their
rainbow lusters on grass aad drive
way. Under the high &ray cohonas of
the porch sad Into the wide door,
framed is its small leaded penis ULM
glowed with the merry light within.
poured • stream of loveliness. In car-
riagewraps of light tints, collared and
edged with fur or elder, or wide.
sleeved mandarin coats falling back
from dessileg throats and arms, halt
@wattled with chiffon against the night
dews, and gallantly efts-altered by mu-
culine black and white
Three front their tiring-rooms over-
flowed presently, garbed like dreams,
to make obelsaace to the dowagers
and then to drift through tiowelNineti
corridors, the fealties recurrent wave*
et discovery. Nobilit'lhe rose-bonen'
is the hall. which shielded a doses
Ordered etuslaisas--viothis, cello, gut
tars and 'madonna—came premonitory
chirps and shivers, which presently
wove into the low and dreamy melody
of "Carry Me Back to Ohl Virginia.'
Promptly as the clock in the hail
chimed ten, the mutate merged into a
march. Doors on opposite sides of the
metier hall swung wide and down the
broad staircase came, with slow stet,
a stately procession: two /tomtits la
fawn-colored doublets with 'moll and
trumpets wound with flowers, behind
them the Queen of Beauty, her linger
tips resting lightly In the band of the
Knight of the Crimson Rose. and these
followed by as brave a concourse of
lords and ladies as ever grimed castle
hail in the gallant days "when 'mead.
hood was In flower"
Shirley's gown was of pure white:
her arm' were swathed is Mlle,
crossed with straps of seed-pearl, over
which hung long semi-flowing sleeves
of satin, and from her shoulder* rose
a stiff pointed medieval collar of Venie
tian lace, against whose pale traceries
her bronze hair glowed with rOST
Wits. The eige of the square-cut oars
sage was powdered with the 'markt
and against their sheen her breast and
neck had the soft creamy ivory of
magnolia buds. Her straight peals
train of satin, knotted with fresh white
rose-buds (Nancy Chalmers had la.
bored for a frantic half-hour is the
dressing-room for this effect) was
held by the seven-year-old Byom
twins, beribboned knickerbockers, duly
impressed with the grandeur of their
privilege and grimly intent on acquit.
tins themselves, with glory.
Shirley's face was still touched with
the surprise that had swept it se
Valiant had stepped to her side See
eed looked to see him in the convese
tional panoply a sober-sided masculine
mode decrees. What she had beheld
was a figure that might hare stepped
out of an Elizabethan picture-frame.
He was In deep purple startled with
meld. • cloak of thin crimson velvet
narrowly edged with ermine hung
from his shoulders, lined with tisane
like clolincti-gold Ferom the militia
brtnt of his hat swept e_griing purple
plume. He wore • slender dress-sword1
and an order set with brilliants spars
bled on his breast
The costume had been one be had
worn at a fancy ball of the vaster be
fore. it had been made from a paint*
hag at Windsor of one of the dukes ed
Buckingham, and it made a perfect fad
for Shirley's white.
The eleven knights of 00 tourney,
each with his chosen lady. it lei*
splendid, were tricked out In sufticienil
ly gorgeous attire. Many an anciese
brocade had been awakened for the
nonce from its lavender bed, and reef
and gold-braid were at no psemium.
(TO BE CONTINTrErs.)
Tley were passing the ottreolmi of a
cherry-bordered lane, and'w1tbout tato
Mg his hands from the gear, be
bedded toward the low broulsaved
dwelling with its dowering arbors that
showed in flashing glimpses of brown
and red between the biterveaing trees.
-The palace of the queen!" he said—
"Rosewood. be name"
She looked in some curiosity. Clear-
ly, if not • refuge of genteel poverty,
neither was it the abode of wealth;
so, from her assured rampart of the
Fargo millions, Katharine reflected
complacently. The girl was a local
favorite, of course—his had been tact-
ful as to that It was fortunate, in a
way, that he had not seen her, Katha-
rine, In the grand stand until after-
ward Feeling toward her as she be-
lieved he did, with his absurd direct-
ness, he would have been likely- to
drop-the rose 112 her lap, never re-
flecUng that, the tourney being a local
function, the choice should not fall up
mitted hand to him with a sweet old- on an outlander,
time gesture. Katharine noted that he The slowing of the car brought her
bowed to her with extra care, back to the present, and she looked
up to see before them the great gate of
Gladden Hall. She did not speak till
they had quite stopped,
Then, as her band Lay in his for
farewell, "You are right la your de-
cisloti." she said softly. "This is your
place You are a Valiant of Virginia.
I didn't realize it before, but I am be
ginning to see an it mesas to you"
Her voice held a lingering indefta-
able quality that was almost sadness,
and for that one slender instant, she
opened on him the unmasked batteries
of her glorious gray eyes.
• . • • • • •
The Car was not the smart Pm-
hard In which she had so often spun
down the avenue or along the shell-
roads of the north shore it lacked
theme iin-de-etecie appurtenance* which
marked the ne plus ultra of its kind,
as her obs t eye recognised; but
it ran stauneb and true. The powerful
hands that gripped the steering-wheel
were brown with sun and wind, and
the handsome face above it had • look
of keenness and energy she had never
surprised before. They passed many
vehicles and there were few whose oie
cupants did not greet him In fut,
as he presently remarked, it was •
saving of energy to keep his hat off;
and he tossed the Panama into the
rear beat. On the tim of the velag
a group raised a chew. o which
nodded laughingly, and fulebee ea •
little old lady ou a timid Ythocolltiflig
Penh bealde a churelk waved a that
'The Tournament Ball at Damory Court
That Night Was More Than an
Event
she said, her voice jolting with the
speed of their course "it's a perfect
pastoral • • • so different from
our terrific city pace • • • Of
course it must be a trifle dull at times
• • • seeing the same people al-
ways • • • and without the thea-
ter and the opera and the whirl about
ose—but • • • the tied of life
one reads about • • • In the nov-
els of the South, yeu know • • •
I suppose rose doesn't realize that It
actually exists until one comes to a
Southern Dime Ilk• this. And the
negro servants! How odd it must be
to have a white-haired old darky in a I
buttoned swallow-tall tor a but-'
ler! So picturesque! At Judge Clai-
mers' I have a feeling all the time that
rat walking through • stage re.
herni,?",
The oar slackened speed as it Mid
by a whitiewseted cabin se whose en-
treat.* sat • dusky grartherded fig-
ure Valiant pointed- -Do yen see
him e'' be asked
"I see • very ordinary old colored
man sttting on the doorstep Katha-
rine reviled
'Teat's Mad Anthony, cor local
Mother Shipton He's a prophet and
soothsayer Uncle Jelteretto—that's
my body-servant—theists that be Ions
told my coming to Damory Coml. If
we bad more time you could !gee
eur fortune told -
"How thrilling!" sbe commented
with half humorous irony.
He Minted to a great white house
pet in a grove Of trees -That is
Reeetwood.- he. told her. -the Beverly
homestead Tome Beverley was tbe
Knight of the Silver Cross A tine old
place, isn't fie It was burned by the
Indians during the letetch and Indian
War My greangreaterrestgrandfatla
en. -- He broke off "But then, thou
old things won't latarest you"
"They tuteriit:iikel a- great dist
don't they" she NMI&
"Veg.', he admitted, "hairibt, Taff
i11see, my ancestors are OM& -thl 
gaintheces, I fled them gientertelMt
You km* when I lived ta New
Vert —"
"Last Meath."
hie-aeobada Iltile—wed
The tournament bail at Dm/lore
Court that night was more than an
event_ _pse old mansion mut an irre-
sistilinrmagnet. TIN Boor of tts yel-
low parlor was known to be of &electa-
ble hugeness. Its gardens were a he
Miss Hattie Sue Mabry," he
said, "the quaintest, dearest thing you
ever saw She taught my father his
letters"
Where the Red Road 'stretched level
before them, he threw the throttle
open for a long rush through the
thymy-scented air. The ROL, late
afternoon breeze drew by them, sweep-
ing back Katharine's graceful dawns
veil and spraying them with odors of
clover and sunny fruit. They passed
orchard clumps bending with young
apples, boundless aisles of green,
young-teaseled corn and shadowy
groves that smelled of fern and sassa-
fras, opening out into more 'unlighted
vistas overarched by the intense peas
treble of the June sky.
John Valiant had  seemed to
her so wholly good to see, with his
waving hair ruffling In their distil and geed. The whole place, moreover,'-wee
the westering sun shining redly oa his steeped In the very odor of old mys-
face. Midway of this spurt he looked tem and new romance. Small wonder
at her to say: "Did you ever know a that to this particular affair the Meet
more beautiful countryside! See how —tee major was the high custodian
the pink-and-yetlow of those gala of the rolls. his decisions being as the
fields fades into the purple of the hale, laws of the Medea and Perches—came
Very few painters have ever captured gaily from the farthest county Wee,
a tint like that_ Ins like raspberries and the big houses of the neighbor-
crushed in curdled milk." peed were crammed with over-night
"rye quite lost my heart to it ale- roaeta
By half past nine o'clock the pha-
lanx of chaperons decreed by old cus-
tom bad begun to arrive, and the great
trot gate at the front of the drive—
erect sad rustleas now--saw an impos-
tng processioul of carriage. These
passed up a slope as radiant with the
fairy light of paper lanterns as a Japa-
nese thoroughfare in festival season.
The colored bulbs swung moon-like
ADDITION TO HIS EFFICIENCY
Sualnees Manager Wieuld Do Well to
Remember That His Personality
Counts for Much.
"He's really very agreseble mead*
of business hours" How atm we hear
this remark about • oeetain type of
maa at the head of a tare* ambergris*
He Is the man shoes oriels IIIMISIthor
is characterised by the osidaitaa at •
snowball and the laditarilliele of a
stone
In his deere to tioecase alliest and
maim every one about him the same
be 111111104.14411 every hit of human feel-
ing out of his relations with his sub-
ordinates and become, a Dart of a
working system as dehumanized as
his tiling system or his adding ma
chine or the typewriter which his
stenographer manipulate*. Daring of-
fice hours be is a machine which die-
tate* lettere, looks over reports' end
develops eitelencif But —"be's reollv
very agreeable outside of beldam*
hours "
This man erode to kaalr•lhat.
&Mitt/ being ellidask be Oseoui,*
law. • flIc I mit as he llosomen more ho-
SL just as a maddlate is more .111-
cleat the morn resettine.tike it Ims-
comes li• needesedo leans the& the
Isse at the Seed et a Ma st
ilea have peiliNflty If be is to hat
his business tensther, and that pet
assality Is a good thing to keep om
tsp.
The num who sebordinates bet per
NUM, to his positien is the ram who
IOW his position run him and who Is •
jobholder betere be it a man A puts'
Me state. Indeed, for aaybody to Sad
elleaself in Untie a man with a per
Mmallty so weal sleiritedrecutive with
a.bdali degree of cy is as idea
ale* every business maa might odd
bald Were himeelf inside ef haulages
boars or others Ise Miluausee JOST
sal •
Japanese Theater.
To a foreigoer. stage manapemest
is Japan would appear somewhat se
centric. When an actor is killed Mir
lag tbe play a man M black !melte* es
the Hags aaJ holds a large Woe* be
fore the 'Purposed mesa- who sou
rises and runs 011 the stage
The scenes are -*ever shifted, bat
the whole 'Mee revolves on wheel*,
while between the acts the childrae
among the audience rush Whine tag
certain 'end play until the drum beau
for aaother act The prirformance he
gine at 10 a m and the audience pre
'teen themselves for 34 hoer*, trettlas
lip es mats and molded the *MI
11111a.
•
TARIFF WORKS WELL
Wisdom of Democratic Policy le
Being Proved.
Ample Revenue Presided for tit*
Need* of the Country and s Bur-
den Lifted Prom the Sheet
tiers of Taxpayers.
—
litepublimue are disappointed in
the uew tariff bill It is failing to
bear out their predictions of evil.
They began makiug such predictioall
In November, 1012, and actually grew
to believe in them for a time. Hut the
tact"; hate proved too stubborn
In • recent discospion in the home
of repregatatives Congressman Kai*-
*, of Illinois showed that the new
tariff measure is producing more rev-
enue thee its framers expected it to
produce In fact, the import duties
collected up to Jutos I were within
$100.000 of reaching the mark that had
been set to be reached by July I. The
Illinois congressman predicted that
the excess sue the amount expected
enuld reach 112,`,000,000
When thoUnderwood tariff law was
framed the framers expected it to
yield 1270,000,000 by the let of July.
1914. The prediction has been made
that ths yield will really be nearer
$300,000,000 than $370,000,004. The
miscellaneous reoelpta, the internal
revenues and other sources of gov-
ernment funds will yield the usual
amounts
In 1913 the customs receipts
amounted to $311,321,000. In 1913 (ha e
amount was $2111,1191,900. During the
month of May the receipts averaged
over three-quarters of a million dollars
daily. It is may to se' that the dif-
ference between the receipts of Mt*
and those of 1914 will hardly amount
to more than the cost of one first-
class dreadnaught.
Against this slight toes In revenue
must be set the seeing to the con-
sumer following the 'reduction of the
old Chinese wall duties of the Payne-
Aldrich bill. Even the loss of the rev-
enues Is offset by the collection of the
income and corporation taxes. On
June 1 310,567,221 of these taxes had
been collected
It is clear that if the nation is bank-
rupted It will not be because of the
workings of the Underwood tariff bill.
The close of the present fiscal yea/
will easily demonstrate that fact.
Trade Dullness Universal.
The New York Sun is as hostile to
the Underwood tariff as possible. It
I. alarmed over the large -adverse bal-
ance of trade in seven months of the
new customs law. But this adverse
balance ii due chiefly to the decrease
of exports, and that cannot be ewe
plained by our tariff; it can only be du
to dullness in trade abroad. And this
is one of the many evidences that the
dullness of trade In this country is
not a local phenomenon, but is a part
of a condition of trade that exists
throughout more or lees of the com-
mercial world. In an effort to give the
Underwood tariff the worst possible
showing The Sun can only find an
Increase of $23,000.000 in imports in
seven months That amount of in-
crease can have no effect upon dol,
meddle production. The wootrn an
worsted mills, which have had the
greatest fear of the tariff, are the
least affected by dullness in trade, ac-
cording to the circular letter of a Roe-
ton beet The steel business, whtch*---
is the dullest and was the first to en-
pertence depression. has had no cone
petition to speak of, and showed lees
concern than any other industry over
tariff changes.
Have Republicans Reformsd?
Senator Borah in his speech to the
Michigan Republicans invited them
and the country at large to return to
the Republican tarty, not for what ft
has done in recent years, but for what
he believes it ought to do if, in the
course of political events, It ehould
return to power.
He frankly admitted that the party
had fallen into bad buds By strong
bnplicatiem he admitted that It had
elikine_a_MilEte of the coldly selfise and
that such leadership had brought it to
deserved ruin. That was cellar:ill tall"
verdict of the people at the last elec-
tion when they defeated its candidate
tor president in every state In the
Union but two.
Colonel Will tie in the Field.
One thing le made plain, both by
Colonel Roosevelt and his most dhotis-
Mdsbed supporters. Perkins, Piscbot
& Co., that the colonel intends to rue
for the presidency two years helms.
and not on the ticket of the dead
Moose party.
Let Them •Ctettelie.'"
Some Democratic leaders seven
be alarmed steer the wav the Repel.
cams are criticising the edesicosvp:
Hon. But how much more would they
be alarmed if the enetny were pmite
tag It.
geed News for lull Meese Party.
It- is interv4tIng to leers that ex-
Settator Flinn has so tar BPOOTer.111
his health that li• Nile equal to t
task of boring two tufts% ender t
bleat river, New Yolk at a cut
liaart7 812.10.1105. "Ma will be
yews tis the Provesolvea. as it wee
to indicate that the. barrel may
amain on tap ac it was In 1912
i
Illa reseal IlleartiPeon‘lit'e n'a, tw.
WNW tt• Mtn* of the io-frinkina
110.111.11 Um., vote. Perhaps its
aniaraaaa Welt
;
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Tbe Ledger Is authorized to an,
1.01111500
Assn W. W ILLI A KS. of Huat., K
an a candidate for the democratic
----eassainatkon *n- Vnrigrean Thnnttiv 
District of Kentucky, subject to
line action of the democratic primary,
August, 1514.
-
b.
THE MURRAY LEDGER
0. niasnsTINCIeg, EDITOR.
111111fted at th• ixwitoRioe at Murray, Kentucky, ter traasatirisios throajh
the Mails aa second clMilet.
THCRSDA.Y, JULY 2. 11114
Announcements Lb...rUn off. If you ft 'lows want tosomething come over to
Calloway, and we'll show you
I.
Tlte Ladies is authorized to an-
. IMMIMISMI
alanir. H. SCHTT, of P A DUCA .
as a candidate for the democratic
- glielIMMation for (Newnan from the
aka District of garitucky, iiuhjirt to
----241bacistion-at ihteletnocratir primary,
AngIlat. 1914.
------Ledger is authorized to an-
acestees
A.. W. Barkley, of Paducah, Ky., as
siseabdidate for the democratic noun-
istaltion for re-election for Congress
Item the first District of Kentucky.
- ienbject to the action of the demo-
•cratic primary, August, 1914
trouble at all for a dog with his
nose chopped off to follow the
scent ef the worthy president of
the Kentucky Press Association,
as said official practices what he
preaches that it is unhealthful
and sinful to take a bath often-
er than once a year.
If some of our dear ladies
continue to put on a little more
paint and take off a few more
clothes it will not be long until
they will be back to their native
state. One advantage
in the present female styles, at
least a man can't claim that be
was deceived. Cadiz Record.
Our friend, either Henry or
John Lawrence, their eye seem
to be set in their heads very
much alike, promised some few
weeks ago to drop this infernal
business of criticising the mod-
ern dress of the modern woman,
and at the time the Ledger ex-
tended its happiest congratula-
tions. It seems that the refora
madam was very- short lived,
litifirTohn is the guilty editor
we intend to--send---
marked copy of the next issue of
the Record and politely let her
know what John has been see-
ing here of late.
----111.111111•11111111111111!-
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$2.25 Round Trip I••••••
•
•
•
•TWAIN RILL LEAVE MURRAY AT 8a3 M.
•Tickets will be good until tfkIn lea NE is at tes40 p. N., 
Thursday, July 30th, 4.
Murray to MEMPHIS
Wednesday. July 29th.
•
•
•
: 0. L. BOREN, Agent N. C. 0 St. L. Railway, :
• Murray, Kentucky ••  i I
• Separate Coaches For Colored people. •
101100•••••••••••••••••••••••••afteam:
e
•
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Friday, while the 5-yeareeld
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Watts
was playing with some little HP' :17% inflt alno..j,,, anaehrld rre. " nothing, so bring them on and tiam. aplaymates at his home, he in 
_sraNT%ei,.0.. o..var,;.,4). En external,. t eat !tient , 
help to show up the Grand Old kidneys a
h troop anti , Lexington has established a some manner got an iron band yreenanie salve. ewe iiujlwet tow-
baby milk supply station.' about two inches wide and one els over throat and elie. open the county of Calloway. By so do- and women.There never was a time when eighth inch thick fastened potra, then r i.-4 ii4C-iri Ti and cover ing you help yourself many troubles in ch.Ceatiz did not have a ,dozen or around his neck and despite t •ei with a "1 flannel th. Th,e 131)-dy times more than the premium is by your drwarmth rew ,i, vapors that are/two.— Cadiz Record. this rain crow alone, please, dur- efforts of his parents and play. 'libelee ee nigh and, in addition, worth.- 
.mb.•••••••I•1111•••••.
Colds Relieved for they are used by every per-son in the county. Make them
Without Dosing better and more of them aild
show thenfat the Fair.—ft costs
physical makeep, but we'll wag-,
er any misonable sum that nei-
ther (both being from Cadiz) ,
zooid spot a baby milk station if
there was a sanitary nipple on
the front door. Don't know
that Danville mule but he should
Nave been kicked off instead of
baby milk supply stations" by
the bread tray full.
say. John. I attended' the big
eeentral University carnival ball
in this city last week and saw so
many tempting 'baby- 'milk sta-
tions that this mule liked to have
run off.—Danville Messenger.
The Cadiz Record has two ed-
itors, apparently with a single
thought. Not that the Ledger
eiesires to be critical of either,
but under the Bertillion system,
of measurements, Henry Law-
rence stands four foot two and
seven eights, anil just a little'
taller when lying down than
standing up. John Lawrence, I
the younger, standing is exactly 1
seven foot two and three eights,
and just a little thinner than a
The Record is delighted to °b-
ee that this hot weather or
something else has infused some
trace ef spizzerinktum into the
system of that fellow Jennings
at Murray, and a wonderful im-
provement is noticed in the edi-
torial columns of the Ledger as
a result. We think that a fel-
low who can write and will not
write ought to be made to write.
and we had about concluded
that Jennings had been slum-
bering at the switch long
enough.—Cadiz Record.
Don't know just exactly what
"apizzerinktum" is but suppose
we are afflicted with it. We are
confident that if it applies to
ooze from the pores of the skin
during this torrid weather we
are poorly off. But just why a
bird that can sing and wont
sing should be made to sing dur-
ing moulting season is beyond
our comprehension. Just let
ing this dry time and we'll
promise to put both jays of te
Record to shame when a season
arrives.
The Mayfield Messenger and
other papers speak of the "blood-
hound myth," an(ralome - papers
have gone so far as to express
the opinion that there is no au-
thentic case on record where a
blood hound "tracked" a crimi-
nal. Yet a paper that gave en-
dorsement to this idea contained
the following special:
Stewart, Tenn., June W. —
(Special.) — Wednesday night
thieves broke in the store of J.
R Junes at this place.water blister el. er standing or; Bloodhounds were sent for andlaying. Henry is an old bache- !upon their arrival from Paris 
Dexter contains a sufficient num- give us a chance by ourselves. .e6 p.
lor while John ie his wife's hus- , they immediately trailed Jeff' bee of play 
grceinds and wading Now we have the land and a 4:45 p. m Paris 
eotric Oil. ur drug-, . .
gist sells it. t.'5c and 50c.
hand.. This may account for the Patterson. a well-known chase pools for -faith. • . set of the most energetic farm- , Limit tickets 10 d 'ft. Write
very marked difference in their ter here, to his home on Dancy , em s that ever lived. All we need .or telephone L. 4,-. N. Agent. 72.1I Branch. a tributary a White Hopkinsville is patting itself is to try, and if we will try, we
can make the best. display of
fartn products ever shown in the
this week.county, or as good as any other. guid Z:: Son.
mates  were unable to get it off,
He was brought to town by
his father, when after a good
deal of trouble it was removed
by ablacksm th. —Dover Courier.
That boy was in the fix of
some peanut politicians we
Vick's is ab-, ukh the ..re.,
t.it,op; out the soreness. sole es all
di .da)•' trIal—try a 2:".nt
.r to night..inc Ks F.nrotieuzdasjuyE
As; icalteral Products.4noWe-except that it would take
yriamite to remove the collar
from their necks.
If yott hare trie4 external medicines
and find that your head is still stopped
Calkovey - county was named-1
Col. Richard Calloway and
was formed. in 18:M Adapted
to livestock growing and fruit
and vegetables. The greet Cal-
loway County Fair Association Round trip, railroad far 1.90'
has given us farmers, this year, uding
Ithe chance prove ourselves by he Cave
nothing to enter farm products,
if you get nothing you are out
Build up the -minty by im-
proving your stock and farm
products. Help each other in
getting better seed. Distribute
them over the county and by so
doing we help everyone in the
county. -A'Far mgr.
TO MAMMOTH CAVE
JULY 28
•
ave Hotel i
utes
A TEXAS WONpES.
The Texas Wonder cures kid-
ney and bladder troubles, di.-
solves gravel, cures di tie,
weak nd lame backs. euma-
all irregul les of ,the
bladd in both men
ulates bladder
. If not sold
lat. •e sent by
mail on ipt of $1. One
_small bo tle is two months' treat-
.ment, and seldom fails to perfect
a cure. Send for Kentucky
teatimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
•29e6 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Sold by druggists.
M.' Venable, one of the best
kdOwn citiz-ns of the West side
of the county, died TOesday
'night at his home oh the State
road after a lingering illness
the infirmities of age. He was
about 70 years of age and a
splendid citizen. lie js surviv-
ed by several children and other,
relatives throughout the county.-in'
otal cost for 
.40, going on
boldt
Never can tell
mash a fier or
b i b
Oak. A large quantity of stol-
en property was_found in his.home.
As a matter of fact the meas-
liest sort of a cur or the small-
est rat terrier can track a hu-
man being, especially a colored
gem'man, and it would •be no
...
..411:ans' Dna' A-
)16.Aynalls. drin A-
4'verylvdqs. Prei'd
Vl.g0r01.1-41y f:Too:_l --- and keenlydelicious. 'Ihirst7quenching
and Tefresiiing.
The national beverage
—and yours.
Wisinser
yaw see se —
Away Ikea .
AO Cass .416.
Demand do amine Ly 1:1!! name--
.hisckeeete. eatiessees
tpilt
„As
THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
Adams. Cas.
ous
•
Ed Crow, of The Dexter, Mo..
Statesman, published last week
quite a lengthy editorial under
the caption of "Lust." We've
about concluded since reading
the entire article, to move to
Dexter. This conditioned, how-
ever. trpon Ed's leaving the
place. Can't agree that even
.are follwed by swel
or itzhinir should
r tomptly hthey
BALLARD'S,
counteracts
both anti
Price 25e
tle. Sol
on the back because it refu.s -d
to let the Redpath _Chautauqua
qperate on Sunday. Still this is
not conclusive evidence that
Hoptown is the center of uplift
and morality: they have every-
thing else there on Sunday—in-
cluding some twenty saloons,
crap games galore and a fun
store or two.
Owensbom has a lady named
Mrs. Caseheer. Must be very
attractive if her disposition is
frigid. 'In fact the only news-
sary accoutrement we beg is a
24 inch buzz fan.
Sta -e of Ohio, city of To!..do.)
ss.
Lucas county
Frank J. Cheney makes oatt- that
he is senior partner ot tne firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., dolt g hi- n ems
in the city of Toledo, county and
... and that firm
Swiailr'paftyr°the s.. of • E HUN-
DRED DOI-41.A or each and
every case of ea that cannot be
red by the u of 1Pit Catarrh
Cure.
rn t fore me an subscrib-
F ANK J. IENEY.-
ed. in my presence-this 6th, day of
December A. D. Pit-A. -Ì  ,t
(Seal) • A. W. GLEASON,
- Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cairo is taken in-
ternally. and arts directly -upon the
knit Helyslit rtne,-4 of tlo.
system. Send for testimonials fr.
F. J. ('HEN KY & CO., Toledo, 0,-
placing the premiums on agri-
cultural products grown in Cal-
loway county Only. This is to
county in the state. -
We believe this to be one of
the best counties in the state. It
is Our home, the bt,t place on
earth.
Farmers are principal ones 1.
make this display and let every- ,
one help, not for the premiums
only, but to help the county of
Calloway be second to none. I
am for the good of Old Calloway
to go to work and show off our
county in -farm products and live
stock.
Look what we have done' in
the last ten or twelve years.
Livestock is worth 25 to 50 per
cent more than was then. We
have had but few, if any, regis-
tered animals in the county, and
now we have six standard bred
trotting stallions, fourteen sad-
dle bred stallions, some eegister-
ed mares and many other kinds 1
of registered stock. Back then
we had razor back hogs, hogs '
with Wattles, scrubby sheep
worth 50c to $1.00 per head, the
best would weigh about 100
pounds; common cows worth $10
to $25. Now we have register-, ts,di
ed hogs easy to fatten at -anal 1
age, no more razor back hogs
Board a
the several
for $6.50. M
three days trip
regular train.
m. Milan'
Take;s11$11:atratitily Pills for Um,. that it took 18 months to two I
stipation. 1 years to get them ready for mar-
N. L. Gilbert and family and ket: the well bred sheep worth
Mrs. H. B. Gilbert left the lat- 
$10 to $25 per head, many of
ter part of the -past week for 
I
them weighing over 200 pounds i
Dawson whgre they will spend each, clipping 10 to 16 pounds
some time. of wool; cows worth' $25 to $1001_
, Stings ,r bites of insectr that each. It don't cost but a little'
•ngs in more to raise a good animal than
treated s it does a sorry one.re 
poisonous,
reu, 
We always have A buyer for
W LINIMENT
son. It' is
tic an healing,
and 1.O0 r.bot-
y Dale & Stubblefield.
-
•
the best, but the scrubby kind is,
hard to sell even at a 
discount'Why not still improve, we can if
we will only try. Let esvt:3
farmer tr? to improve his
and especially the farm products
-
;
IL
-40. • ••••
ru se,
. McKenzie pared.
-15 p• m• Thomas'
urn
Th
en you'd
ffer a cut,
aid. Be pre-
rely on Dr.
Rev. H, B. Taylor. W. T. Sledd
A big lire of Queensware at andZ. T. Conner attended the. -extra low preees at E. S. Diu- Baptist Convention at Dewson
n4101,6i91‘ll‘ticilifii;1510
Is Your Kitchen Hot?
Keep Your Kitchen
COOL by Using the
NEW
PERFECTION
COOK STOVE
Cooking w
Oil Stove is pleasa
economical. No
to statt, but al
lent when ng an 0
ion
nient and !Ati
or coal fires
ays conven-
i toVe.
Let us show you our line of W PERFEC-
TION OIL STOVES and OVENS. We have the
size to suit your needs and will be glad to show
oü how covcnient these stoves really are.
A. B. BEALE & SON
MURRAY, ,ICENTUCKY
e50‘11‘36:501ingiMISSIIMIN:SiD2le
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••••••••••
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WOE' . moton, has been the guest of rela-
-Homer Pogue and wife, oftives in the city the past several
Nashville, 'have returned home
after spending some time in the
Ring 44 Ia4dant telephone _eity the guests of their parents
if the boys d tcs_ get your' and other relatives.
laundry.
Will call rand
Trellis Wells, left the first of suit the sa
the week for Frankfort, Ky., guaranteed. —
where he will spend seme time sho
the guest of his brother, Willie - - -
t The three year old on of WillKnox Wells.
• Lovins and wife, of near Bran-
days.
ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
ABSOLUTELY PURE .
Insures the most
delicious and healthful food
By the use of Royal ing Powde a
great many more articles food be
readily made at home, all It de-
licious, and economical, ad much
variety and attractiveness ienu.
The" Royal Baker an& astry Cook,"
containing fi‘e hundred practical
receipts for all kinds of baking
an cookery, fr. e. Address Royal
Baking Powder Cu., New York.
•
a•.••••••••.••***-•••
• 
•
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Robt. Swann, candidaM—ftse
congress, will speak Saturdnay
at the fair grounds at 10 o'clock
and at the court house at 2 o'clock
Give r la dry to Harris & 
in the interest of his candidacy.
Robertson isfaction guaran-1 Shucks.- -
teed. al wagon load.
Miss Annie Whitnell, of Ful-
shucks. Will
about 45 years.
4 Our boys will cal each Mon-. Taket t Palm B
day morning r our laundry, Adams-R:1 r Sh
on Friday.— & •
promptly.. look new.
Robertson. work than ,u
ant tfbuy sever-
o good, clean
all they are
b. 128. 6252*
Wsel Cardiac
Bring
weather is
wool every
I while the
Will receive
Monday, in
Murray. J. .E. Eaatwood.
Buy y
We have
Prices. Corn
8. IHuguld & Son.
are now.
is and the
d see. E.
Melvin Blalock is thA• new
postmaster at Hamlin: J. E.
Moody at Hymon; G. W. Smith
at New Concord. The salary of
the Murray postmaster has been
increased tlitt,1100 flieFferir.
Don't fail p 
at Murray Fu 
ure—Iti—ce t;B: dxeers.—
taking Co.
What a
Rugs, Matti
We have all of
to. We also h
prices on ever
line. Come a
urniture,
Stoves?
and more
the lowest
thi in this
d see u and be
vinced.=a.E._11.--Diuguid &
Son.
4. • •
For Sale. Two, lots on the
south side of the McEirat edi-
tion, juat west of t Thos.
Hughes idence. mt 75 ft.
each and ii, eet eep. Very
desirable builtit iota and will
sell at a bar n. Virgil
Wilson at his store .west of the
city on State road. 6258*
Mrs. Ann Bogard, a daughter
of Bill Rallanee; died last Satur-
day night in Mayfield where she
had been making her home for
some time. The remains were
iver your brought to this county for bnr-
All work ial. She was about 30 years of
lam 3 Barber age.
+ If you feel **blue," "
4-
1 t
444
•
and will delieer ame
Laundry 'hone
Miss Helen Shetawell has re- - - , Her husband died a few years
turned to her home in Benton I Mrs. Beatrice Newport was ago in this city.
after-being the guest of - her -Weeived at the Murray Surgical
Weh'grandmother, Mrs. Bourland Hospital Wednesday of this week of Queen.-
of appendicitis. She ware an re that wefor some time. She was accom-
- -
panied home by Mrs. Bourland. was brought here from Paris. must get ou r way. We
are making th ices right SO; She will possibly undergo an op-
Don't fail to price Ice Boxes eration. that we may moveis line of
goods. Come in and see us.—E.
S. Diuguid & Son.
coant," lag, you ne
cleaning HERIf you ar market for a dons mil% died the past week right thingPerfection 01 ve See E. S. and was buried in Ow Barnett stimulates the livDiuguid & So They have the graveyard. - -... 1 stomach and purifies tright prices. , ' -Price LOc. Sold•by •Dale1 row i Price but High in 
blefield.Just a little ch per at the Qual;ty at lurray Furniturq -NIurray Fu itu & Undertake & Underta The home of Bill Bogard, near
ing Co., than where, try ,, - . Green Plains, was destroyed
eeem. : Walter Starks and family, of Wednesday night by fire about
near Murray arrived in the city 10 o'clock. The origin of theSarah Harris, ifor more than
this morning. They have rented fire and the losses sustained20 years an inmate of the county
the Darnall propertY out beyond cluld net be ascertained at thispoor house, died the past week
the railroad and. will reside time. , _._of typhoid fever at the age erf- _ __'re- re.--liardin Enterprise.
Mrs. W. A. Rosa, a daughter
ch suit to of the late Ace Ratteree, died
and make it last %reek at her homv in the
er iihd better, southeast part of the county at
n get at a,about 30 years of age after a
1 . 6Z2 ' lingering illness of consumption.
o ac
a good
E is the
urpose. It
tones up the
owels.
Stub-
at Murray
taking Co.
re & Under-
I Just a li caper at the
Murray Furn & Undertak-
Prof. F. E. McReynolds left ing Co., th where, ary
the first of the week for Lynn- them.
rule, Tenn.. where he will have
charge of the schools this year. Joe Whitnell left the first of
the week for Knoxville, Tenn.,
where he will take a special office.
teacher's preparatory course for Two of the three games play;Low in Price, but High in the next several weeks. Mr. ed here last week by the localQuality at the M Furniture Whitnell wilt teach in the Mur- base ball team with Martin were& Undertalci ray school this year. won by the home boys while one
Mrs. McReynolds will follow
within a few days.
OUT
THE JOHN DEERE WAGONS
-see
Like all other "John Deere" Goodie they are
made from the VERY BEST MATERIALS. Nothing
bit select hickory and the, very finest grade oak,
are used in the gear,.
SPLIT- HICKORY AXL Hickory Double Tree,
and Neckyeke. Spokes, kory and Oak; Hubs
and Felloes. Best Oak.
Wheels are boiled in Linsee •I an proof
against moisture. Dust proof Hu d same of
them.
- •
All mede in the "John Deere Way,"
guaranteelhat you get the REST ONLY.
LET US SHOW YOU
h is a
BAKER & GLASGOW
_
••••••••••
•
Stray —One light ed cow,
dehorned, ving m , medium
size, been go last Satur-
day night. —N is office or
M. E. Dilday, at Dr. McRee's
-went to Martin. The games
were some of the .best played
this year and large crowds at-
tended each day.
Among the patients received
at the Murray Surgical Hospi-
tal the past week were Tom
Jeff Riley,. of Colo, operated up.
on for appendicitis: Mrs. Chap-
man, of -bear Magness.  Mar-
shall county: Mrs. ',Joe -James,
of Cottage Grove, Tenn.
LOST. Texas
15575, iss
Finder plc
Thomas, Mu • -
Miss Annie Brown Sale, of
Murrry, was in the city . Situr-
day and organized an expres-
sion class among our children
and young people. She comes
to Hardin every Monday and
Friday te , review her class.
Hardin Enterprise.-
For Sale. — G
stripper, si
Shelton, Rout
.11.. 
-
•
ipt Book No.
. E. Thomas.
turn to J. E.
" 7'22
Milk Cow,
old. To
Ind. phone, 219
722!
, •
of congress was fixed from $7,
500 to p,000 instead of from
$1,500 to $9,000 as was -printed.
The Ledger is glad to make this,
correction.
Dr. B. P. Howard. of Owens- 1
hero, Ky., a brother of Mr. T.
J. Howard, of -this city, died
last-week ngilT-
ness. . He was about 78 years of
age and had been a resident of
Owensboro the past 20 years,
going to that city from Clarks-
ville, Tenn. He is- survived by
a wife and three children. - -4
A MISTAKEN IDEA
There arc soni peopl e w still resort
to drugged pills or alcoholic syrups to
overcome colds, nervousness or general
he pure,
in Scott 'r
r, but refrain
ey fear it may
it'..
ea, use Scotts
hens the before
blood-forming proper- •
debility, and who know that
unadulte nourishmen
Emulsion inently be
front taking it se
lead to excessive fat
This is a mistaken
Emulsion first stye
making flesh. I
ties aid natu
building flea from its very source, and
flesh is formed Only by its continued use.
Avoid alcoholic substitutes for SCOTT'S.
Lives of poor men oft remind
us that honest toil don't stand a
chance; the more we work we
leave behind us bigger patches
on our pants. On our pants,
once new and glossy, now are
patches of different hue: all be-
cause subscribers linger and
wont pay up what is due. Then
let all be up and doing: send in
your mite be it e'er so small,' or- '-
when cold winter shall strike us.i
we will have no pants at all. - -
Selected.
-Roo. Robt. N. Scott, demo-
cratic candidate for congress,
war in the county this week in
the interest of his candidacy.
Mr. Scott is meeting with splen-
did sneoursgement thoruirhout
the district and is now regard-
ing as one of the foremost can-
didates, in the race. He has
made hundreds-of friends it this
county.
Hon. David H. Smith, candi-
dyte for the short term as Uni-
ted States senator from Ken-
tucky, was in Murray the first
of the week in the Interest oft
his candidacy. Mr. Smith is a
splendid gentleman and made
many friends during his short
stay in the city.
Finney & Ryan have in course
of preparation their big land
list and just as soon as the work
Is completed same will be pub-
lished. Their list of lands and
lots is one of the largest they
RIP VAN WINKLE1
_
Rip Van Winkle slept twenty yearF.
"He was some sleeper." The aver-
age man sleeps eight hours out of
twenty-four. "He sleeps some."
But a watch in pro condition never
sleeps and is always o he job. 
Ifyour watch is nodding eping
let Braly repair it before "rip"
BRALY altaf, REPAIR DEPARTMENT
at FULTON BROS. JEWELRY STORE
:000.000.00.0000000.000044
0
have ever had and embraces-- •
some of the finest property- in
the western part of the state.
Claude Falwell, son of Joe
Falwell of the east side of the
county, is a patient at the Mur-
ray Surgical Hospital where he
underwent an operation last Sun-
day for apendicitis. The young
man is doing nicely and will be
able to return home in r, short
time.
II When you feel lazy, out of
sorts and yawn a good deal in
the daytime you can char e it to
a torpid liver which ha
the system • get ful
ties. IIER : E
ders produced
r. It stren,
cleases the
allowed 
of 
With
best
of impute !kb th
es all disor-
Newberg For Sale. In every home where there is
a baby there should also be a
bottle of McGEE'S BABY EL1X-When we say the whole of the /R. it may be needed at 
sayarburg, we mean it. It is the inten- time to erect so stomach,
tion of Dr. J. T. Henslee to quit
business, hence this sale. This
place consists of 7 or 8 houses,
among which is an extra nice two-
wind colic, rrh a or Rimini r
complaint. a wholesome
remedy, conns opium, mor-
phine or injurious rug of any
kind. Price 15 and 50c per botastory residence, good business tie. Sold by Dale & Stubble-hou , blacksmith shop, tobacco field.
prize , all necess outbuild-  •- -
lags, els rge t ard, and one "
on the river. U.
40 acroeys oofth aser
H. Clopton
P YSICIAN
Rotels and puts the money maker we candidly believe
system in good healthy condition. in this proposition. We have itPrice :,0c. Sold by Dale & Stub- ,
. tor you. If you 'are interested, Kirksey, - - Kentucky
came to see us and we will go
further into detail with you.in the publication of Robert
Swann's card. In making men-
tion of a law recently passed by
congress the salary of members have also installed an/ ageney PHYSICIAN
cah La
atl
blefield.
An error occurred last week
as Calloway
n enactive liv- county affords. If you are look-
at organ, ing for a place that is really a
FLNNEY & RYAN. Dr. A. V. Menee
for the Pa
and would
your laundry. action guar •
anteed is our
Robertson, office first or east
of J. T. Parker's Jewelry store.
Wallace Daily, a highly es-
teemed farmer a.bout 55 years of,
age, living near Dexter, fell,
backwards off his wagon Tues-1
day afternoon cutting several!
long gashes on his head, bruised '
his shoulder and injured his
spine. He was standing up in
the wagon placing a sack eats
meal when the horses started ;
and he was overbalanced falling!
to the ground striking on his
head with great force.— Hardin
Enterprise.
THEY RAISE
THEIR HATS
10 ME
o throw off sickness b‘ PRUDENT
' 11/IN"
nett
dry Co.,
appreciate office 1.
Harris &I Bank
MURRAY,
& Merchaat,
ilding.
KENTUCKY
Speight & Dean
A ttorne,vs-at-Law 
Practice courts of Calloway
count V. Wri petwhe us, care
to sec us at
hi 4 Ky.
Tell us the facts, we'll tell you
the law.
Will meet clients on request at
Murray, Ky. 51513
THE
"PRUDENT MAN'
PUTS HIS MONEY INTO
OUR BAN/t SOME DAY
HE WILL HAVE GOOD
FOR 17:
The man with money the bank is looked up to, be-
cause he can DO things.
And there is just one sj.r.a. arttS have money in the
bank---PUT it there 'wtie you Vat it there let it
STAY there and ADD TO IT ever time you can.
And when you get it there don't let some smooth
schemer TaICK you out of your hard earned money by lead-
blelleld. ineyou into some liAD investment.
Doing hard work in is bent or
stooping position puts a stitch in
the back thet is painful. If the
muscles have becom strained,
you can t rid it without
help. The penetrating
power of BAL.'. RD'S SNOW
LINIMENT Ito you
most stron at sue times, be-
cause it is- he very Shin you
need. Price 95e, 50e and $1.00.
per bottle. sola•by Dale & Stub-
Clam* sad Press*
: We are no re red " to take
care of all kind ,iloring. clean-
,, It..-unti. p. - -, , . vrork...
• •-•-•'—
Make OUR bank YOUR bank.
We pay interest on time deposits.
•-e4see- -ere • -rokia,usanaelhasignateinespeerrelti
e..e
_
4
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a child pat him on der nose? Dot's
/root puberlicity.
Bud Haley-Some of my stuff. Otto.
-Neat vre-vr going to pull al:taller
big spread for Mai Matson and her
Arabian stallion. Prince. How about
It. Mai?
Mat Matson-Oh, Bud. Its so kind
of you Going to put something in
about my jump through the hoop of
Ire, or about my radium gown?
Algy-By Jove. I'd like t' be with
Tour show, jolly well, Buddy. Id like
tie publicity
Violet Purdue (the Purdue sisters)
-You wouldn't get it Algy. Haley is
t oo busy getting in the photo of Mai
Matson and the cab horse she rides.
Mat' We'll see later-
Daisy Purdue-We'll se•-later!
Violet -It's a nice way to treat two
AT
THE BOOKING
OFFICE
OFF- STAGE
COMEDIES
by Will Bradshaw
!DAISY AND VIOLET SPRING A
SURPRISE FINISH
---,
t Dad Wadell (who knew Booth--by
)d-Bab"rhese circus followers
here I can't read my Keats
Ear
a Shakespearian authority and
I am out of my element listen
to lion tamers and sawdust actors
Mai Matson (equestriennel--Sar
, that's handin' it to us on a tent
Ain't a nice respectable circus
Fd
aa good as an ol' ham that
e SI 11Taffy atialiaa all over the
rid•
Daisy Purdue (the Purdue Sisters)
e-Dad's touchy on cirrus stuff. He
lime out •Ith Robinson's show for •
iireek but the animals couldn't get
slang with him. When he came into
into "hipp" tent the elephants used
it' bet up a holler His dispoeitIon is
aDO sour
Dad Wadell-I'll admit the animals
Mad I couldn't agree on several points
IMO the reason 1 resigned wee be.
manse they wanted me to wear •
Sevilla akin and ride In • page wagon
In the street parade. One 'Who played
*hamlet at the command of the mayor
at Oshkosh one time' Ye kawds'
And Haley (circus press agent)-
74othin' against you. Dad. I played a
gorilla when I started. I played
"'Bugiug, the DogFaced Demon."
**Snapp). the Cannibal King" and sev-
eral others When 1 growled as Dog-
leg they used to carry out faintIn',
leromen. That's acting, ol' man.
-'&ICY (late of the 'Anal-You bet It
la. Buddy. Do you need any ticket
Mows this season! I'd like to-
Th. Great Otto (lion tamer)-Did
Mal is the feature of this show She'i
on all the lithos. banners and show
cards Bias draers
The ()that Otto--fthes too much.
My big lion, Leo. ain't got his picture
no place. She's everything Clown.
Leo, trapcsers, nice little girls like
Daisy and Violet. Is nothing
Mai Ntaison-Bud, try to get a few
lines In about Otto's moth eaten hob.
Daisy Purdue- She'd like to see a
few cords in about us Our obituary.
Algy-I s'y, the picture of a sweat
girl like Mai and 'yr 'ores la a draw in'
eard Kb, Bud?
The Great Otto--They don't like
Lao?
Algy-Ta beastly unpopular.
11111111111e-C/tris, -why Rost TIM
loan soma nee tricks? Users INS
too old just yet I'll get Bud to stick
your pictures in some of the smaller
papers.
Daisy Purdue- -Thank you' We'll
see if we can't get something in about
ourselves next week that will be lir
tereatine to you
Bud lialey-I'd be glad to see it.
Algy- A press agent like you,
liuddy. could put me on Broadway.
Don't y' need a ticket titter?
Dad Wadell-I would like to travel
with your aggregation. Mr Haley,' till
the Shakespearian season opens again.
I could play a relined wild man or a
Wit.° bearded lady
Bud 11104.y-4'11 see Pop Murtell
I think I clan place Aigy at the side
show door and fix you for the "Borneo
King" part, hithe meantime I'll push
Mat's name.
Daisy Purdue--It will -he a waste
of time. sir.
'III Admit the Animals and I Couldn't Agree on 'Several Points. But the
Reason I Resigned Was Because They Wanted M. to Wear a Gorilla gide
and Ride In a Cage Wagon in the Street Parade."
7res see where my Leo der big lion.' Bud Haley-Why!
got his name in der paper for ledding I Violet Purdue-Daisy became en-
gaged to Pop Murtell yesterday.
When they marry tomorrow she'll in-
sist on some changes,
Daisy. Pii-Aue- And Of them
will be the press agent-for Mai Ma!'
son.
Booking Agent (entering i -Whea
does your circus train pull out?
(Copyright ISIS by W! G. (hapman. Dra:
math:. Rights Reserved.)
HOME.OF THE CORPORATION
Commune of Glarus, in Switzerland
Has Establ,shed a Happy Hunt-
ing Ground.
High laldden in the mountains, one
and one-half hours' train ride from
Zurich, is the Swiss commune of Ghe
-rue, the Wall Street Journal states.
saris who was born in the business. Glarus has a population of only 5,
Can't get a line or a picture. Weil. 000, and most of these are hardy moan-
The quitting- taineers, but French financiers have
Algy-Nobody knowwysserti-livin'.
Daisy Purdue-Haley can explain
4the reason If he must give all his
lime to the publicity of his fieneee--.--4
. oro have to see m' personal friend.
lair Martell
The Great Otto-Who ls di. Mr.
1Murtell• I ass hisairaa W all ml
,_Igay check.
And Haley-Old Pop Martell Is our
Ananetal backer The old 'ink that
nwas on the lot yesterday
Algy--SO Mai Matson and Bud are
'engaged, ph' 1 s'y. Bud. congratula-
tions and the same for Mat..
Mai Matson--Since Bud announced
tfs 1-rn show you folks my ring.
'We're going to be married when ere
%gay Lima. where my folks live.
Daisy Purdue-Mistakes will hap-
leen. \Thee a press agent ft so blind
that he can't press agent for anyone
bat his fiancee he -ought to quit And
he will- •
Vio.let Purdue-Don't. nay too much.erne
Bud BaleY-Wbst's the matter' The
papers won't print anything about a
stater act Get a noreftY•
Dad Wade4I--My 11.A1111,th_e Four-
teenth- was a novelty.- I-
Violet Purdue--Listea to Haley sal
get a novelty!" Do you call bare-
back riclin' a novelty! Man. we can
.twork in vaudeville if we have to.
• S P. C. A. would stop her with-
Ike horse. Ile looks so pathetic out
of that egre eye is..e got a take-
useout-and-ahoet•mo re:preemie/a' ea
Rod Haley-If raises refereist' to Mal
IlIallatmald Prince yelled better dasdaL
L
found in ft the happy hunting grounds
for corporations When its fame
spreads it bids fair to be to Europe
what New Jersey was to America b.
fore the -Seven Sisters."
alThe village Is ready the headquar
tort of more than 60 corporations, op
crating in all parts of the world: The
eecret of Glarus 19 not hard to find.
All the neighboring distilets of
Europe, in the pride of their size and
the size of their wants, levy crushing
taxes, but the little Swiss commune
obtains a plentiful revenue for its mod-
est needs by taxing the resident cot.
vorations annually only one-fifth to
three-tenths of 1 per cent on tkieie-eap-
ital. Great is the glory of Glarus!
Ancient Language Revived.
The revival of the Provencal lane
gusto has been paralleled by e re
viva! off Czech. the native Slav tongue
of Bohemia, in which John Huss, the
reformer, wrote at the beginning of
the fifteenth century, and which was
forbidden and practically deetroyed
until a hundred years ago. Dobroesky
started a movement which has mad*
't again the written and spoken lan-
guage of a nation. The 'Yeats-Greg-
ory Douglas Hyde attempt to revive
Gaelic in Ireland is a similar but nof
equaIly sarosasTui Fnovement
Of Course Not
Bacon -Of every 200 perillellg- whoa
live to be ferty ream of aft, 111
married
*here-That's no raidaUffiRdit
t shoal gel Ala MAIM '
THE IEURILAY MUSE, =LILA Y, ET.
-1- Resolve Cortilleatea.Secretary of Mato Creaelles seat*clines's* of nomination to the tot
lowing candidates for eularess who
ARE ANNOUNCED. primary Democrats-A B. Rouse,did not have opposillea in the state
Burlington, Sixth district; Hans/
Helm, Staafurd. Sightb diatriSSI Y. T.
Hatcher, Pikeville, Tenth district; SIILLINOIS CENTRAL MUST PAY It Sewell, London, Eleventh district.
TAX ON VALUATION Flail) Progressives-Mad E. liatiberry, Cr
IN leit. dia. First district, N II Chambers,
Owensboro, Second district; Newton
Belcher, Greenville, Third district; W.
C Jones. illimbetbiossa, Fourth die
BE trite; Emmett Orr, Covington, Blath
district; Lucien Beckner, Winchester.
Seventh district; Allen V. Cole. Merys-
vIlle, Ninth district; H. It Hoskins,
Pikeville, Tenth district. Republicans
- Edwin Farley, l'aducah, First Dis-
trict; Alvin H. Clark, ilopkinsville,—
Second district; .1 Frank Taylor, Glue
( Ilpin• la I Iltrankfort Corr•.pend•ste• ) sow, Third district; Roy Vt'llholt.
Frankfort, Ky. A gients of the Louisville. rate district; J. ir. Spill'
total capital of theTour big railroads, man. Harrodsburg Eighth district;which now have suits pending in the John Langley, Paintsville, Tenth dig-
United Steles court here to restrain Wet. For. Mated States senator-0.o.
the collection of part of their franchise Nichols. Anchorage, Progreasive. For
taxes for 1912 and 1913, were complet- appellate Judge In the Third district -
ed by the state board of valuation and
aseessment. These assessments ate 
James Denton, Somerset. iteiniblican
practically the came as for 1913. TM
Louisville & Nashville was asses
at $72,000,000, instead of MA:9,001
Mt lest year: the Chesapeake & Ohio
At 136,968,606, no raise; the Cincinnati
IOW -Orleans & Texas Pacific, $17,000,-
000.000, no raise; and the Illinoia Cen-
tral, $27.600,000, a raise of $4,000.000.
The roads have 30 days in *filch to
appear before the board to protest
The Louisville Gas and Electrio Co.
was assessed at $10,000.000 tentative-
ly. The Cumberland Telephone Co.
was assessed at $3,000,000; the Amen
!can Telephone Co, at $340,000, and the
Kentucky Traction and Terminal Co.
at $1,286,000, .
ASSESSMENTS
CANDIDATES DRAW FOR -
Names of Candidates For the $ena-
trial Nominations W•re Net
Drawn.
•
Injunction Granted.
Without expressing an opinion as
to the construction of the law govern-
ing the salaries of prison guards,
udgis Stout, of the Franklin circuit
eoUrt, granted a terntro.ary injunc-.
-don to Guard E. C. l'age, of the
Frankfort Reformatory, restraining
the Board of Prison Commithioners
"from requiring him to work more
than six days in any one Week
and further restraining them from
molesting him in the occupancy of
his position as guard and from die-
charging him. therefrom. The case
will be taken pnmediately before one
of the judges bf the Court of Appeals
in Chambers on motion of the Prison
Enrollment of Schools. Commissioners' to dissolve the injutic-
Basing the estimate on 430,904 pu- lion. This is a test case The guards
pile, the. total enrollment of the rural are paid $75 the month, and corn-
schools last year, text book men, ay polled to work seven days the week,'
qusinted with the percentage of the a prO rata reduction being made in
anomet of the total contract retire- their pay when they miss a day. They
merited by each text book adopted, are petitioned to be given one day' off a
of the opinion that in the ensuing week, cogtend.ing that the $75 the
five years the total cost of text books month was six working days each
In the common schools of the state week.
wilt be reduced $200,000 from what it
has been, as the result of the adoP. Draw For Piece.
lions made by the State Text ilook Candidates for congressional noml
Commission, which is now working PP nations, where there is more than one
high school adoptions. On live series_ candidate In a district, and Democratic
of books . the, Pelves' remain exactly
the same--Geography, Kentucky His-
tory, Writing. United States History
and Civil Government, though differ-
ent texts were adopted in the latter
two subjects. The physiology series
was changed and the price reduced
from 90 to 80 cents. The language
and grammar series was changed and
the price reduced from $1.65 to 95
rents: and the arithmetic series was
changed and the price reduced from
98 cents to 90 cents.
Over 200 Years Old.
The railroads as we know. them to-
day prebably originated with the tram-
ways of over two hundred years ago,
and in the term tramways it is gen-
erally understood to mean street rail-
ways where vehicles, whether pro-
pelted by animal or mechanical power
are supported on tracks laid on public
highways, and without interfering
with the ordinary vehicular traffic.
Records show that the earliest form of
railroad in which...tram rail was used
was in the year 1716:lhe rail being
flat piece of !Yon spiked to a longi-
tudinal stringer. This soon prov(ii too
weak as the-loads increased. the track
buckling and becoming rough and un-
even.
First Examination.
The first examination for chauf-
feurs will be held in Bowling Green
July 6, composed of T. F. Byars, Com-
missioner of Motor Vehicles; W. R.
Rice, of Louisville, and W. R. Myers,
of Columbia. The law fixes the
dates for examinations: Pada-
call, the first Mondaf in Septem-
ber; Louisville. the first Monday In
December; Lexington, the first Mon-
day in February; Maysville, the first
,Monday in -Sprit; Covington, the first
Monday in May, and Bowling Green,
the first Monday in July.
Licensing of Chauffeurs.
As a result of the opinion handed
to Automobile Commissioner Byers
by Attorney-General Garnett, the State
will collect in revenues several thou-
sands of dollars in licenses from
chauffeurs. Garnett held - that any
employe or servant of the owner of
an automobile whose duty or part
duty it was tb operate an automobile
Is a chauffeur within the meaning of
the act-of 1914, and must have a li-
cense. --
Chauffeurs Beek Li 
Applications for temporary lieens011,
pending the -regular examinations,
-have been received by the Board of
lExaniination from 262 chauffeurs.
V.'. R. Rice, of Louisville. chairman of
the board, said the examinations will
e more practical than technical, and
particular attention will be paid to
the characters and past records of
applicants for chauffeur's Ilc,uses.
candidates for the domination for the
court of appeals in the Third district,
drew for the order in which their
names will go on the August primary
ballot in the office of Secretary of
State C. F. Crecellus. A few candi-
dates, who had friends in the Capitol.
were representeo by them as onlook-
ers. Assistant tttorney General M.
M. Logan wrote the names of the can-
didates on slips of paper. The names
were put by districts in • hat held by
Secretary of State Crecelius. Assist-
ant Secretary of State C. H. Vansant
drew the slips out, and 'the order in
which they came out was recorded on
a list of candidates by Julick Dunstall.
The names of candidates for the sen-
atorial nominations were not drawn.
as the law provides that they shall al
ternate by districts.
Platform and Officers.
The State Tax League, of which II.
Si. Froman is president and Howard
G. Skiles is secretary, has just issued
a statement over their signature to-
gether with its platform in which Is
pointed - out the inadequacy of the
present tax laws of Kentucky. It
calls attention to the face that the
State Board of Equalization has in-
creased the assessment of property
in Kentucky $1S,000,000 over liett
year, nearly all of which, it says, has
been added to real estate. It admits
as true, in theory, that the present
tax laws are sufficient if rigidly en-
forced as claimed by the State Board
of Equalization, but declares that ev-
ery attempt at stricter enforcement
will result in repression.
Assumed His Duties.
Dr. S. F. Mussleman. recently elect-
ed state veterinarian by the state
live stork sanitary board, has assum-
ed his dues with headquarters in the
department of agricultuf.e„,,,,Me' went
to Henderson to confei _with Dr. Mc-
Nally of the U. S. department of Agri-
culture, who is beginning.the teat to
eradicate hug cholera from ilendersor
county.
Different Badges.
Automobile demonstrators will have
different kinds of badges from chauf-
feurs. The distinction between de-
moristratore and chauffeurs was dis-
cussed at length when the board of
examiners met for the first time. Com-
missioner Thomas Byars, W. R. Rice.
of Louisville. and W. R. Myers, of Co
tumble, compose the board.
Stores Will Close.
A petition was circula'ed among the
retail merchants of Frankfort for the
purpose of getting the stores to. ,close
at 5 o'clock in toe afternoon in oraer
that elerks and other employes might
have plenty of time to attend the
Chautauqua.
Marriage Has No Parallel, Officers Designated.
A marriage that probably has no The following regular army officers,is
parallel in the history of the state all infantry men, have been desig-
took place when a near centenarian, nated by the War Department as in'
Alexander Webb, of the western see- Spector instructors with the Keno). ky
Bon of Hart (4nm4es took his second. National Guard, in Its camp next
wife Se Is peseta years of age. Mr.
Webb retains .his faculties as eell as
men usually do at the age of Si. or 79.
He has been plowing side-by side with
other laborere_all the summer add has
ditlagiljailif telli,ut 4st flO years. Re.4 ment; Sheldon W. AndIng, Ben F.
eentte a' tehateata-haanen cam* to that ,McClelland and 1. EIReott Brown.
-section and the o14man set tobacco. '
Jb whaseen Wring with- his sow. --i 110s Mml ildf tsi.- Iderritti Third.. -- • - - .... • -
Season& Dean Archer, Allen R'. (lot
k
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ase
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month at Blue Grass Park, assigned
in order for the first, second and third
battalions of each regiment: Capt. W.
P. Strews, and !dents Fay W. Brab-
son arid Russell James, First teed.
4
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mowers evory beverage re-
quirententviss,, vigor, refreshment,
wholesomeness:
It will satisfy you.
Donsid tho essimer try full name- -
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TI COCtecOLA COMPANY
-ATLANTA, GA.
Wianssyse
you Ogg an
Arrow think
of Coca - Cola.
-
roe Rose Bugs.
It is a good plan to remember this
about roses and rose bugs; that watee.
at a heat of 122 degrees will kill the
rose bugs without in any way hurt-
ing the roses.
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Better to Admonish.
It is better to admonish than to re-
proach, fur the one is mild and friend
ly, the other harsh and offensive, the
one corrects the faulty, the other con
"lets them.-Epieleaus
Happy is the man who can forget
all the mean things he knows about
himself.
,1111.
: /".
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The picitic is incompiete without Libby's good things
oeat. Reedy to serir•---ee fuse and bother. There are
• member of Libby Luncheon specialties at your grease's.Get acquainted with them.
Veal Loaf Pickles Deviled Ham Olives
Artificial Flowers an Old idea.
Artificial flowers were made In an-
cient,.. times by the Egyptians. In
Europe during the eighteenth century,
when there existed such a craze for
porcelain, flowers were Mud.) of this
substance, while the odor of the real
flowers was InOtated by the use of
perfUMfte-
No. SIX-SIXTY-SIX
This is a prescription prepared es-
pecially for Malaria or Chills and
Fever. Five or six doses will break
any case, and if taken then as a trifle
the fever will not return. 25c.-Adv.
But Not Toothless.
"('all off your dog, for goodness
sake'"
"No use; be's deaf"- Le Hire.
- -
•••••awa
1111.4111117..w....
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Boon to Mankind.
Ignatius Tootle, the renowned au-
thority on floral life, who lives near
the quiet village of Yankee Springs,
is at the present time trying to out-
barbank Burbank. the wiz., by grow-
ing a rectangular watermelon Mr.
Tootle has noticed for years that ulti-
mate conimmars have had much trou-
ble trying to carry watermelons from
the More, inasmuch as they Ithe was
termelons) are of awkward shape and
quite slippery, and after a watermelon
has ?alien and has hit the cement side-
walk its usefulness may be said to be
over. Mr. Tootle'. watermelon will
be long and will have square corners,
one of which corners will fit into the
bent elboy when the melon is carried
on the inside of the arm. 'Mr. Tootle
expects to have his new melon grow-
ing and on the market by 1927, if noth-
ing happens.--iloston Globe.
bees Old Sores, Other Remedios Mal Dm
ra. world east% no matte, of how long aerating,
are eared by he wrondereal. old •,11.ble Dr.
Porters Antlseraie Pleating On. It rawness
Palo an ̀ Neale at the same tin., 23e. St)e. StO
Reasonable Curse.
Church--They say the new comet
hasn't been seen before in 15 years.
and It's egg-shaped
Ootharn-Where do you suppose it's
been-tn eiahLaterage"•
I
IIIIImIesver You Need a Gement Tsillo
Take Orove's .•
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
drill Tonic is equallye traluabie as •
Gamma Tonic hocatuie it contains the
lioU knave mete properties of QHININP
'sad IRON. It arts no the Liver. Drives
sat .lealarku Bartehes the Mood and •
es IblotThisie Smeriga
•
LW", McNeil & Libby
Chicago
Proscribed by
doctors for
Maness years .
Heal your skin
with Resinol
NO matter how. lees Ton havebeen tortured and disfigured
by itching, burning, raw or
scaly skin humors, just put a
little of that soothing, antiseptic
Resinol Oi n tment on the sores and
the suffering stops right there!
Healing begins that very minute;
and in almost everx case yourslsiia
gets well so euiekly you feel
ashamed of the money you threw
awayontedious,useless treatments.
Ilealtinl Ointment tarre and Olt and Mow
turi t1/4•1•P VW I ohrat •way plamolea. 0hie1-
bas48 sod isidrut Vold by MI droostmes.
METAL ROOFING
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(JIVES CREDIT TO GORGAS
sessile.
"America will get all the credl
perhaps for conipleting the Panama
canal, but in giving praise where It
is due, the work of the gretieb engi-
neers and those engaged in the early
digging of the 1'anal ought not to be
oreelboked," remarked Henri Borgia
of Paris, an engineer, recently. "The
greneh overlooked the must impor-
tant requisite In the Panama canal
sone- that of proper sanitation lien
our engineers been supported Iti their
work by a Colonel Gorgits. the Amer.
ican nation might not have had the
opportunity to buy the canal
"I think it only justice that some
tribute be paid the French fur their
share in this great project. It le true
they failed, but not through lack of
funds, as to proved by the beautiful
palace, the magnificent gardens, and
the record of aumptuous thine of the
nilletats. Neitifee-,esesseleallisre dill to
the unwillitianesesairthe grench peas'
entry to contribute df their brawn,
evidence Of S hich Is seen in the overfilled 
"The success of the American was not wholly-slue-be hie greeter know!.
edge of engineering nor to his improved machinery; neither was it due to
hls ability to get into his hands large amounts of money, but to the victory
over the humble mosquito. The strength of this tiny enemy the. greneh hag.
lected to appreciate. This, then, was the cause of their ignominous defeat
In the work.
"The Panama canal is one of the greatest engineering undertakings in
the history of the world There can be no question of that"
• BRIGADIER GENERAL SHARPE'S BIG JOB
More armies have been destroyed
by starvation than by battles. The
duke of Wellington once said that he
did not coni•Ider himself much of •
general, but that he prided himself on
being a first-class commissary oMcer.
-many curlewd troops," he remarked:
"I can feed them."
The big jeh of feeding Uncle
Sam's fighting men is in the hands
of Brig Gen. Henry (1. Sharpe, cinn•
missary general of the Erilted States
army. ,
In ear there Is unavoidable warts
of food rupplies, and for this reason
It Is necessary to furnish much more
than IS artuully eaten. American 'wi-
ttier, In the field waste quite as much
as they eat. The waste of our troops
In the Philippines fed half of Aguin-
&do's Insurrectos In a way that sur-
passed their wildest dreams of luxury.
The quantity of stores required
for one day's subsistence of half a
million men in the field Is: Hard
bread, 500,000 pounds; bacon, 262,500 pounds: sugar, 100,000 pounds; desic-
cated vegetables (potatoes and onions), 37,540 pounds; coffee (roasted and
ground), 40,000 pounds: beans, 75,000 pounds; tomatoes, 50,000: lam, 33.750
pounds; vinegar. G,000 gallons; salt, 20,000 pounds; pepper, 1,250 pounds.
These supplies have a total net weight of about 1,300,00(1 pounds, and to
transport them requires 50 freight cars of 40,000 pounds capacity, or 214
army wagons
ALFONSO'S PRIVATE BARER
An undersecretary of the Spanish
" legation told at a dinner party a little
story about the king of Spain, accord-
ing to the Rehoboth Sunday Herald
"King Alfonso," he began, "is fond
of taking motor trips incog. He mo-
tored recently through a wild region'
of Castile, lie put up with his modest
entourage at a more than modest inn.
"'I am sure,' he said, laughing, 'that
they won't know me here!'
"Well, they did not know him
there. They treated him like an ordi-
nary traveler. , Bo much so. In fact,
thatt when he went toeshave the next
morning he found there was no mir-
ror in his room So he went down
into the Inn yard In his shirt sleeves
and there a chambermalabrOught him
a broken piece of mirror, rhich he set
up beside the well and proceeded to
lather cheeks and chin.
"The girl stood chatting with him
Finally she salatn as odd relft-I-
"'Ton triroorinst SW -
traveler, are :•ou'."
"'Why do you ask me that?' laughed the king.
"'I don't know,' said the maid. 'But there's something
baps you belong to the royal court at Madrid"
"'Yes. I do,' he answered.
"'Perhaps you Work for his majesty himself!"
"'Yes. I do.'
"'And what do you do for him?' aAed the pretty chambermaid.
"'Oh, lots of things.' the king replied. 'I'm shaving him just now.'"
abc you—per-
LOVE WINS KAISER'S SON
German nobility, society and offi
ctaldom. are astonished at the an-
nouncement that Prince 'Oscar of Prus-
sia. fifth on of Kaiser Wilhelm, is to
marry Countess Ina Marie, daughter
of Count Baasewits of Mecklenburg
It le the first Instance on record
where a man of the reigning branch
et the Holienzollerns has been mor-
genetically engaged to wed. While
647 young countees la a woman of
rank, she is not of royal blood
• 1-eve It is assumed that the emperor,
who consented to the engagement,
will confer a higher,nnk In the Dobll
tty on the young countess. The em-
peror's eonsent is said to have been
granted owing to the lark of an avail-
able German princess and to his aver
&Ion te a foreign marriage for his son.
The countess met the prince while
she was a lady in waiting to g,mpress
Augusta Victoria
By flatly announcing his intention
Se mere., Sae etel of his cluslea regard.
iese uf Hohensollern 'precedent and tradition.
Instant :admiration of Use German publin.
Priseea ossar-vres tae
All Dealers
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To Cleanse
Rusty Nall
Wounds
Ale•ys Cent
It to the
iestiose 4'
HANFORD'S
Balsam of Myrrh
Far Calls, Wire
Cuts, La
Strains, Bunches,
Thrush, Old
Nail Wounds, Ftaot
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc. Etc.
Made Since 1846. AskiibAoUrltd!
Price 25c.. 50c and $1.00
on worry, 
C Hantorallalg.egg
In it At.l•..U.. Y..)
Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver
right the stomach and boson are Ada
CARTER'S LIMB
LIVER PILLS
gentlybutfirmly
pal • lazy liver to
do Its duty.
Cures Con-
stipation. In-
digestion,
Sick
Hesdarise.
aid Distress After Eating,
IMALI, PILL, SMALL DOSE SMALL PREZ
Genuine must bear Signature
We4dr-at--;de
REAL LIFE IN THE COUNTRY
Feet' is Shown by Man's Eagerness le
Escape From Congestion of
the Crowded City.
Why is- it. list ratiway magnates,
presidents of tanks and heads of greet
eaten/diet who must Perforce do
business In cities, almost all, try to
have hornes'on fames In l'he'eountry.
where they develop sells, plant crops
and breed animals? It is because there
is wearisome monotony in piled up
brick and stone. There is confusion
In crowded streets and clanging trot.
ley cars and hot smoky railways.
These things men has made and they
are needful, but they are not life, much
as the farm boy may imagine them
to be.
Life is in the open country. Life Is
in the growing grass, the waving fields
of wheat, the springing of corn. Life ts
in the trees aid birds, life is in the
developing animals of the farm.
Any Mali who works with the land,
who feeds a field and watches the re-
sult, gains a real fundamental knowl-
edge of the underlying foundation on'
which rests all our civilization. It
makes him a saber man, a thoughtful
man, a reverent man, and if he experi-
ments wisely a hopeful optimist. Life
Is where things are born and live and
grow. On the farm is real llfe.—Breed-
-et's, Gazette.
RUB-MY-TISM'
Will cure your Rheumatism „apd al
kinds of acher and pains—Neuralgia
Cramps, Colic, Sprains, Bruises, Cuts
Old Sores, Burns. etc.' Antiseptic
Anodyne, Price 25c.—Adv.
Searching Criticism.
rive-year-old Herbert. Ireton of a
bookish family, had learned ter read
so early and so readily that his first
glimpses of storyland were growing
hazy in his memory. One day he con-
fided to his mother. "Fluthie showed
me her new book today. and It's the
-Queerest thing you ever sae! Why.
It just says, 'Is it a dog' It ts a dog.
Can the dog run*" and a lot of things
like that! 'Corrse 1 was too polite to
say so; but it didn't seem to me the
style was a tilt juley!—LIppincott's.
Nen' Modern Dancing
Th. leading Expert and lasaractor In Nee York
City, writes: ••Dass NY: —I base used ALLEN'S
Iroor-N•sa,tbe gialikoWlre aoileder talks shah/Fa I MO-
Sae • hoes. forth, polite* years. It is is Wowing to
all who are compelled to be on their feet, t goats
eight or tell hoar, thli,y, sod god tbot
Moorsliagne keeps my feet wed. takes tho
frma the shoe, presen,, porn, and Sum SISLIDI to/4.
I recommend it to 511 .0 - WU I.
(Signed HALL/MOBIL
Sempie Fele At:Wen A ilea d °misted-Le Illes.N T.
Ovalle Opinion.
People say bow stroug publie ogle-
$11111 Is. and, Indeed, It is strong while
Is In its prime la Its ilitildhood
NMI old age It is as Weak se Mil ethic
_aim I try * make 0W111
EMI belong to the youth ef guilts
diplaion The history if the *odd Is
Ihi retied uf the weakness, frailty
aid death of public opinion. as geol-
ogy le the record of the decay of these
Ily organisms in which public °pin
s have foetid material rzyreseton
Illemteel feeler
A Poser,
Matheniatical P rofeseor—I bane-
now completely discussed the theory
of probability. Are there ahy goes-
Units?
Problematical Freshman—Wei. sir
Will you please compute the probabil-
ity of my passing this course' Dart-
moutb Jack o' Lantern_
How To Hive Quinine To Chlklrea
FEBRILINIC is the trade-mark name gives toss
boor oved ijoinisw. It it • Tasteless Swine. Meali-
est to take and dues not 'disturb the stomach.
Chddron take it and never know k Is Quinine.
AlsO *specially adapted to adults sr!, cannot
Salm ordinary Q13111100. Does oat sunivesto nor
cases noteosriness so" rinsing in the bead. Try
it the neat time pea sward cininias VI' any cor-
pse*. Ask gm seams oil/Moat seekers. 1 ba
Dame IrEBRIL11111 Is blown la bottle- IS MIMI.
Wear Well.
Husband—I note that the papers
-again say that Huerta is on his last
Imp.
Wife-They certainly do last
ITCHING, BURNING ERUPTION
Thomasville, Ala.--"1 suffered with
salmi on tny hands and feet two or
three years. About eleven years ago I
became troubled with an itching, burn.
lag eruptlue which came on my hands
and feet In little water blisters and in
about a day or two when I would let
the water out or sash It out, using sty
bands, then the pieces would fester
and itch to beat the band I could not
do any sorb that was tough on my
hands at all. It caused use great suf-
fering and Ineotivenieuce
"I tried everything that I kuew of
or wall told and never was really re
tiered until I begin using Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. I would wash the
parts In water with the Culleura Soap
and then when I dried them I would ap-
ply the Cuticura 0Intmeut on the sur-
face in the daytime, and at night I
would get a soft piece of cloth and
apply the Cjiticura Ointment on my
hands and lei It stay that way all
night A perfect :ure. was effected.
No one will ever know how glad I was
to get my hands and feet cured."
(Signed) aro C Crook, Nov 25, 1912,
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world, Sample of each
freicwitlf MO. Skin Book Address post-
eard "Concurs, Dept. L. Boston—Ad?.
Retrogression.•
"I- mar elk you ter oars tow lb, it.
"I. do. Every day -I care for you
lees and less."
Mgvya HAD A
After Takla. V.J.IXIK 111%115K
"lity little daughter, 10 year* euneeed
Dearly ayes, ../1111.1 fewer, moat or tb•
time under the doctor. a care. I was 
:re:14r! Iagarrie.lidt.0 hevrhwisi'illei ins ri. has never t.sd
e. mu since. It gompletely rore.1 her "
• rue Ile Ono, SIC N Washington, C.
K.11111r Illabtak 50 cents, all dritiggiato. or by
Par.-"l. I'orrt _prepaid trout iLlticsewekl tat
Wasbluctou, a C.
Growing Old.
"Is your father growing old grace-
Rilly 7"
"No; he positively refines to' lane
• mashie." •
— '
PARADISE PO N INC BIROS
-
Providence sm.. to Hav• Provide.
Temperate Zone fer the Feathered
Friends • Man.
ANON=
Up IN !be flie Sagunto where 011
timber falls, the calendar is toenail-
ed There is no summer before the
Alois' day set fur it The greetid Is
held fast by frost uhtil Juts, is well
started Theee-ami. senses et saes,
wild, letter *WS, • sky that ksk as
mercy And this. suddenly, the wind
shifts and mine out of the length It
is summer thee with • leap
The Interest of the temperate seine
in the northland is that it is there
that have guns a great 'natty of the
migrating birds which paid us a lbw
days' visit and -passed on For all its
luhoepltality to man, that country In
slimmer Is a paradise for birds. Its
marshes are safe refuges from tee)
and four footed enemies. There Is es
hauatives material fur meets. And out
of the poOlilcittoc niyrieds of Insects,
food that dove not fell until the time
for the southward bird movement at
rives.
Monte man has said that theri ts
no God mirth of latitude 59 lie did
not Inquire as to what the btrda
might have thought of that.- Toledo
Wade
The dog barking at a passing auto-
mobile Is generally supposed to be Si
telling a symbol of futile objection to
the march of progress as could well
be imagined. In almost the same
category, however, below the strike
of the stevedores In New Orleans
against the introduction of the (*lee
trIc truck to transport freight be-
tween vessels and warehouses The
%sunder Is that this Improvement has
been po long delayed instead of crely
now appearing--and then as • Were*
of a new Usher difficulty. One cannot
'have mcccli sympathy for opposition In
this particular instancie The motor
vehicle le all of its forms -6114 comp
WOMEN CAN
HARDLY BELIEVE
How Agra Hurley Was R.
stored to Heald% by Lydia
Pinichz;peelysrabiec
RM. Its -"1 vv. Mobbed
sat'-  _t. lellasimatise set Nei
weakens. Pvg111110
years I assail siot
seind oss my toot
wog its *se ad I
amid not walk IOW
blocks with. pot sla.
during cutting ea*
drawing pains dean
my right side Male
Increased ~I.
month. I have bassi,
at that Urn. 1-1010
In the tithe NMI WOW
Went OW floor. I caul.) not lie down •
Mt still sometimes for a clay and a aka&
at a Etna. 1 was nervous, and had veaT
little appetite, no ambition, nuelanetwity„
end often felt as though I had not •
bleed In the world. After I had tried
most every female remedy without sae-
ems, my mother-In law sdvised ma Me
lake Lydia E Pink/teen's Vegetable
Compound. I did so and gained kb
strength every day. I have now no lime.
hie In any way and highly praise year
medicine. It silverUsea iteslf."- -Kra.
8. T. Ilvou..PY, Eldon, Missouri.
Nernember, the remedy which di
this was Lydia E. !Inkhorn's Vegetable
Compound. For sal. *veers/here.
It has helped thousands of woomas
who have been troubled with daphnia.
merits, inflammation, ulceration, tomalk
irregularities, periodic pains, bock/saw
that bearing down feeling, Indi5o/4r"
and nervous prostration; after allother
means have failed. Why don't yes sr,
It? Lydia if afedlebus Gap
to stay, awl the rest of the world has
been rather rapidly adjusting itself to DR. J. D. KIIILLOGISIll
the new condition —Engineering Hee
or&
A Stage Ca 
' Who is tii•• principal character- In
this musical comedy?"
"Little 110-Peep who lost her IblItNI)
According to the newspapers, she el..,
lost a breach of promise suit."
Itern•ely for the armlet maw so
Asthma end Hay It•Ver. Ash YINNIP
druggist for It. Writs Mr MI SAIMPUL
NORTHROP & LYMAN CO.. Lit. RUFFALLILI
READERS
I
A wealthy dame' who weighs 20,' thing advertisedinits columns
, o. this paper desiring tc buy=
.pounds le "portly.- An ordinary we- insist upon having what they ashler.
man who weigh. 200 Is just plain fat refiefing as- substituted OF talk
Years of Experience
Makes Perfect
CASTORIA
Mothers may try new remedies on themselves but Baby's life
Is too delicate, too precious to try any experiments.
Genuine
Bears the Signature of
Always
BECAUSE it has been made under his personal supervision
for more than 30 years to the satisfaction of millions upon millions
of Mothers.
Sold only in one size bottle, never hi bulk, or otherwise;
to protect the babies.
Well, Yes.
-nose women are trying to stop
the manufacture of amber fluid."
"Beer checks, eli?“
Piles Cured 1.6 to 14 Days
To d, ots tat will rittnad money it P.m
OINTURNT taus to more asp ease at bellied.
Mind, fileadiag or Pramilbs Pam 55 *pH dare
rh. ark esetioattoa shrim-liatts red Rest. sea
If you think you can't do • thing—
wed. you know the answer.
Centaur Company,
•
11 DAP PIT rellireZree• em•••••••Ig• • ort reelkoldtesi IfkalSININIF•Is II told do 'Pia I irviitassetesesarseDr. IL CR Wil. Isannerse(*.IL N. Green Ileac Ilea% idisilla ea,_
W. H. u., MEMPHIS, NO. 27-1514E
DAISY FLY KILLER
Ow nem, *mem gm,
mime- u"i a .17:14k
  sac. we
masa& awl sialimegko
sew- and mei SON MS
t ad • •• aaj lua
Searsalmle St
All 0414.4111111
ammo pig he UAL
5555 5.IWO 112111016 atm, 11•••••••
READERS01.=6":PalF'raz
siseele bielessi=ousheel==
Death Lurks In A Weak Heart
If roue* le flutterIng or weak. uee RIENOVU1111 Made by Van Visen-Illartsfleite Drug Co., Tenn. Piton *SAO
elMenalaseeltral*
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city ordinsnce, an
(timing do are reby notified
tg gall on t ci clerk and se-
eel a tag a t ce. Unless this
ordinance Is plied with dogsround running at large will beImpounded and then killed.—
Lse &boles, chief police.
.-_._____a••••••
SAVED BY GRIGSBY'S LIV-VER-LAX
wiser' s Pharos( y , Greria tank
Segliiis Testimonial Frew aGrosse al That •
. Plum
"1 take plessure in towing fornghliestien that by the use ofLAI-VElt,I.AX my child was curedvf a disown which is cur
toasribod by the recognised
of Bill iousnesse S
leer trouble, and constipa-
t en and resulting complications;
sid I commend its use to all like,•Ifferers."
D. L. Price, Witness. I
MR. KIIIRROUGH, '
3:to9 Stonewall.
Mr. Kimbrough states further
that three grains of calomel hadso effect. His child, at the point
of death. was svad by LIV•VER-
UM—a harmless v table com-
iurious elects.
relieves all liver
All groniine bottles boar the
like and signature of L. K.
Grigsby. Accept no substitute.
Grigsby's UV-VIM-LAX is for
sale by E. D. MILLER.
Cle7 Deg Tu.
--
Persons 00111i14 dogs within On Thursday, May 28, 1911the city are rNuired 105 pay a the death angel visited the hometag of $1 a year as ppdvided by of Mr. Tom Black and claimedall Per'°a• for its victim hie beloved wife,
Martha. She was born April 9,
1860, making her stay on earth
only U years 19 days. She be-
came a member of the Christianchurch at Antioch in early lifeand lived a devoted member oftfiet church until death. She
She was taken on Tuesday withthat dreadful disease congestionand only lasted till Thursday,S411011 of America's Best Doctors all was done that loving handsWorse Dodsons Liver Tone to could do, but ;etas, God saidTake Place of Calomel come; she was willing and rea-dy to die. She k yes to mournher departure a heart brokenhusband, three boys and onegirl, three brothers and threesisters and host of relatives and
AWAY WITH CONSTIPATION
d in
aid for
son's Liv-
e vegetable-
and natural,
nd guaran-
field, who
cry way.
There is not only no danger in
taking this reliable remedy, but
It causes no gripe, no pain and
the after-effects are pleasant in-
stead of disagreeable, as with
cakitnel. Dodson's Liver Tone
interferes in no way with your
regular duties, habits and diet.
Instead, it actually builds and
strengthens you so that you feel,
happier, brighter, better and'
healthier. --
The West Kentucky Real
Estate Exchange is Five
Years Old Today. . . .
Has enjoyed a steadi-
ly increasing patronage
since it was organized,
has now the moot com-
plete volume of busi-
ness it has ever had at
any time, has transferr-
ed more real estate in
the month of June
&ling than any
iotieJune in its histope--,
has bestter facilitief for
l,handli busiriess than
ever
ai 
_ , solicits the
business o N all parties
desiring to sell, buy or
trade farm lands, tim-
ber lands, or city prop-
erty, Is ready now to
go to press with the
regular annual list
property for sale. this
matter being delayed
on account of other new
business comitig in for
this issue. The descrip-
tive list will be out in
the near future.
411M1111111=111L
ADDRESS AU. COMMUNICATIONS TO
FINNEY & RYAN
Murray, Kentucky
.OFFICE CITIZENS BANE
Cliff, TEL. NI.. $S. INO. No. 50.
—
resting now in realms abovearound the heavenly throne.
Her loving face we'll see nomore while we roam, but blessedthought It won't be long tillwe'll meet in yonder home.
A mansion was prepared for
Dangerous calomel's place is
now taken by Dodson's Liver
Tone safely and reliably, accord-.
ing to seven of the most noted
and highest priced physicians friends to mourn of our loss.in the United States, after care- Mothers work on earth is doneful analysis. These physicians her voice from us has flown, shealways ch e huge feet;
this consult on we
their best ski
tr Tone is a pa
1,quid, with
action, and i
teed by Dag & Stub
will refund purchase price (50c) her, with its grand old Jasperinstantly without question wall i she heard a loving voicedoes not prove satiefatory in ev- say come, and she was ready •for the call. Robert Swann.Oh, what a comfort this should Congress. Firstbe to all the kindred ties forwhen we meet we'll part nomore and be no mqre good byes.To meet her we should striveby God's assisting grace thatwhen our work on earth is done
meet her smiling face topart no never.
Her body was laid to rest inthe 4azzel cemetery. Funeralservice were conducted by Rev.White.—Written by a neice, Ve-ra Taylor.
Martha Charltaa Black
REPORT
Of the condition of the Citi-
zens Sank doing business at the
town of Murray, County ef Callo-
way, State of Kentucky, at theclose of business on the 91/th dayof .lone, 1911.
Pt
Loeb* and ItImenuttra 1111,611.41UvorI rails, sototra.d anal —tittoreur•d WV,Stooks, Ronde, and ',their
Pirourltive 3,11110,001)uo from hanks 10,164.41/Cash on lurtiti 10,05e
Cheeks, anti other 'Nash items !MINIBanking house, IrisrnItistrt
and ti at urns 16.Cri I IttRital MOM..
Other assets not Included utt•tier any of above howl. 1,5eltrtis
Total $17111,31.1.41
LI A1411,11'11.1;4.
'liPital ottorlk paid In,In youth Rie,3110.00Morphia Fund 11,000.11)(*nifty Itiod pronto, leas ric•pe arm and tax.'. pal AM.:itDspoeits Nest to elle 011,1147.1etDemand o tifleates
posit. 44,90)..1..)
.• • .-
Another Good Mao Passes Away
,
Rev. J. V. King, late of LynnGrove, formerly of Wingo, Ky.,after several weeks illness diedat the home of his son, RobertKing, where he was living, andwhere he had received all thetender care and attention possi-ble for a devoted son to admin-ister.
Brother King was well knownto the church people of MayfieldPresbytery, as he was a Minis-ter in the Cumberland Presby-terian Church" andh.,—
Church for 57 years. He was 87
'years old, having given his en-tire manhood days for the causeof Christ. Brother King will bemuch missed by all who knewhim. He leaves several childrento mourn his departure, but hischurch and many friends realizethat our loss is his gain. He tested by thousands.was pcior in this life but we havethe evidences that he iii—rich in
I dle blessed Master's Inheritance,whice He has promised to thefaithful, who has labored in HisVineyard as Brother King hasdone. His labors will stand asa Christian monument through-out the circles of his past life,only-to shed the sweet influencesthat always follow so noble achristian life.-- A friend..  -
Time tieposit
'ertklied oho
Cashier's We
stand!' 104.58t)tie ti a and Trust __ -ratites 3,401.0Notes and itills rediscount,ed 
90,000.00Unpaid dividend
Reserve for Taxes
hills payable
()titer Liabilities not Includedunder any above named head*
'rotal 117It,:)443 147
Stat.*. of Kentucky 0Comtty et Calloway t Set
We, 1.. V. Woodruff and II. 11.(111hertPrtotident and exalt ier, of the abovenamed Sauk. do solemnly swear that.The above statement is true to theheel of our knowledge and belief,
L. V: Woodruff. l'reocient,
11. It. Gilbert. l'Altter.
Subset-died and saern before metilt. tat day or Ault. 1914: 114conitnilon extilres January :11). 1916.H. V. (lark' N. I'.
Candidate for Congress.
candidate for
CongressionalDistrict of Kentucky. Democrat-ic primary, August 1st, 1914.
Platform: 1. Democracy, Jug-tice and Temperance.
A I evelt Congre passeda grab ct, makin their pay$7,500 to A9,000 year, oftenserving o hree months.When the D °crate were vot-ing a chan Barkley votedto keep e Big irab. I am theonly candidate •r the repeal ofthis grab.
3. Mr. Scott voted Supt.Hamlett an iecrease of $6,000,dodging the constitution.
4. Transportation of schnotchildren by state or county willdouble taxes. Localities whichwant it should pay for it. Mr.Barkley sends from his big pressroad speeches to farmers antransportation bulletins to teach-ers.
Attorneys Coleman and Erwinattended court in Paducah Tues-day.
-BOROUGH WORK
Wells School will be convenedMonday, July 6, with Mrs.Maude—Elves as teacher. Allpupils and patrons are repeat-ed to be present on the openingday: •
,
•
Hew Murray Citizens Can Find Free-
dom From Kidney Troubles.
If you suffer from backache
From urinary diorders—
Any curable disease of thekidneys,
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Doan's Kidney Pills have been
Gr ul people testify.
- Can y ask more con cing'proof of rit?
Mrs. Sar 'lin, 508 Wil-low St., M eld, Ky., says: "Ihad sh t nges across myloins, making i hard for me towork. Seeing oan's KidneyPills so_ highly r ommended, Igot a box and the, quickly cur-ed me. have taken this reme-dy on several occasions sinceand have always been benefited.Price 50c. at all dealers. Don'tsimply ask for a kidney remedy—get Doab's Kidney Pills—theSame - th et Mrs. Doubli n had. —Foster - Milk,.... Propel,
• ,
•
JULY FOURTH RACES tm
Thi Murray Driving Club Will Give Some CLAS,SYlaces a
at -the FAIR GROUNDS on the GLORIOUS FOURTH
Roadster Race (at least four to start) 1-2 mileHeats-2 in 3 (mixed, Trotters and Pacers) Winnertakes purse. Horses must be driven to buggy byowner. No entrance fee. $10.00
2:20 Class (Mi7ed) lkint heats, -test-14-k 5.
2:30 Class ce. Mile- heats,
Green Novelty
Horses to walk 1-4, trot
purse. Nos-entrance fee.
e---at lea three to start.
ru -2. Winner takes
$10.00.
•
TWO - GOOD NDS MUSIC - TWO
FREE HITCHING GROUND. Plenty Water Shadeand Barbecued Meats on the Grounds. -
- COME OUT EVERYBODY AND SEE SOME GOOD RACES
amt.
•
-•
ADMISSION:./
Gentlemen 35c. Ladies, and Children over 12, 25c.
What Are Tea Goias
To Do About It, Voters?
It is now ti
who are opposed to the
of Mr. Barkley to Congress get easily, v
have the better elemen
together.
You take his record as County I people supportingJude, and County Attorney of the district. IMcCracken county: his manner
In which he secured his electionW Congress: his vote against theCounty Unit Plank in the lastState Convention; his affiliatio
writes,-."I have n
oes not com_mend _ him to thewith the whiskey interests; e people. He is as dumb as an I Ymis- oyster on the whiskey question, • cut burn, wo or
edundaipsip)ouitnetdmfeancts thfoart ,hane
pport in when it comes to talking, but I not heal." Gethis election and then swore he have heard his appetite was ye- Salve today. K
times for Burns, Sores,
did not: the fact tbat he has al- ry good. Mr. Barkley's friendslowed a standing offer of fiftydollars to run October 1, 1913, to
July 1, 1914, for him to file anaffidavit with the County Clerk
of Calloway county, that he had
not in any way promised nor al-lowed any one to make promisesfor hi_m_to_expire_by_ limitation,
—ought to be all th_e_regaon
will publish the letter I wroteSenator James on this question.I earnestly as • the—i4ople to lookwell int is matter. I willke .ou advised as to the facts,d will appreciate your supportand influence.
Very truly yours,
JOHN W. WILLIAMS.. • Candidate for Congress.t Advertisement
the people
any thinking man would wantto vote against him.
I Now friends, in the district,at least three-fifths of the peo-ple are against Mr. Barkley, and
f them to defeat hi
all over
e oppositionwill get tog er for me we canwin. 1% cOtt's record on thewhis question and his recorde last legislature certainly
••••••• •••• — 
Bucklen's Arnica Salve _
For Cuts, -Burns, Sores.
Mrs. E. S.--Loper- Ma la, N.
r had a
re it would
of Arnioa
at all
wounds. Prevents I ockjaw. eSc
are saying that Senator James w°u •is responsible for the unpopular at your druggist:_Post office appointments in this Congressman Alben Barkley
District. I have written Mr. drew first position on the ballot
James a letter calling his atter:- in the August primary at the
tion to this and have requested drawing held in Frankfort this 
an immediate answer, which I rek; J; W. Williams the see----
publish.- And- d_i —Webert- -H. Scott the—irfeire--ays I third, Robert Swann the fourth.
_do -not-
25 ROUND TRIP
MUR AY
H
THURSD JUL
TRAIN WILL LEAVE MURRAY
-LLE
23rd.
T 8:58 A. M.Tickets will be good returning until., train leaving Nashville at 215 p. m., July- 24,. 1914.
-11,1*6
O. L. BOREN, Agt. N. C. & St. L. Ry., Murray, Ky.SEPARATE COACHES FOR COLORED PEOPLE
•••
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•
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